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EXPLANATORY  MEMORANDUM 
I.  GENERAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
1.  In  the  context  of  a  people's  Europe,  the  Commission  attaches  great 
Importance  to  simplifying  Community  law  so  as  to  make  It  clearer  and  more 
accessible  to  the  ordinary  citizen,  thus  giving  him  new  opportunities  and 
the  chance  to make  use of  the specific rights  it  gives  to  him. 
This  aim  cannot  be  achieved  so  long  as  numerous  provisions  that  have  been 
amended  several  times,  often quite substantial Jy,  remain  scattered,  so  that 
they  must  be  sought  partly  In  the  original  Instruments  and  partly  in  later 
amending  ones.  Considerable  research  Is  thus  needed  to  Identify  the current 
rules.  For  this  reason  a  consolidation  of  rules  that  have  frequently  been 
amended  Is essential  If  Community  law  Is  to  be  clear  and  transparent. 
2.  The  proposal  alms  at  a  legislative  consol !dation  of  Directive 
77/62/EEC  with  amendments:  The  existing directives would  be  replaced  by  one 
new  one,  which  would  assemble  them  Into  a  single  text.  At  the  same  time  and 
with  a  view  to  facilitating  the  appl !cation of  publ lc  procurement  rules  as 
a  single,  coherent  body,  the  proposal  amends  the  Publ lc  Suppl les Directive 
on  various  points  to  bring  it  Into  line  with  the  proposed  consolidated 
version  of  Councl I  Directive  71/305/EEC  of  10  January  1992  concerning  the 
coordination  of  procedures  for  the  award  of  public  works  contracts 
(SEC(91)2360  flnai)C1),  which  consolidates  and  consequently  will  replace 
Councl I  Directive  71/305/EEC  of  26  July  1971,  and  the  new  Counci I  Directive 
92/50/EEC  of  18  June  1992  relating  to  the  coordlnat1on  of  procedures  for 
the  award  of  public  service  contractsC2),  texts  which  were  both  recently 
adopted  In  the  context  ·of  the  1992  programme.  In  particular  as  to  the 
procedural  and  other  rules,  Including  provisions  In  the  field  of  technical 
specifications,  the  proposal  Incorporates  the  flexibility  found  In  the 
Public  Works  and  In  the  Public  Services  Directives.  Further,  the  proposal 
contains  some  editorial  changes  aiming  at  enhancing  clarity of  some  of  the 
existing provisions. 
3.  The  propos  a 1  has  been  conso 1 Ida ted  and  amended  from  the  or I  gIna r 
Directives  as  published  In  the  Official  Journal.  The  text  makes  clear  the 
proposed  amendments,  not  only  by  means  of  Indication  in  the  margin 
("adapted"),  but  also  by  Indications  In  the  text  Itself  as  each  textual 
addition  has  been  hlghl lghted  by  under I lnlng. 
(1)  OJ  No  c  46  of  20.1.1992,  p.  79;  cf.  also  Common  Position  adopted  by 
the  Councl 1  on  18.6.1992  with  a  view  to  the  adoption  of  a  directive 
concern 1 ng  the  coordInatIon  of  procedures  for  the  award  of  pub I I c 
works  contracts  (6355/92,  not  publ lshed). 
(2)  OJ  No  L  . II.  ANALYSIS  OF  THE  AMENDMENTS 
(a)  Recitals 
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4.  The  recitals  have  been  brought  Into  I lne  with  the  approach  adopted  In 
the  consol ldated  Publ lc  Works  Directive  to  facl I ltate a  later  consol !dation 
of  the  legislation. 
(b)  Amendments  to Articles which  do  not  alter  the  substance 
5.  In  accordance  with  the  general  approach  to provide  for  a  coherent  set 
of  rules  for  all  types of  publ lc  contracts,the Commission,  In  its proposal, 
has  ,  at  a  number  of  places,  aligned  the  wording  of  texts,  as  far  as 
possible,  to  that  retained  In  the  Public  Works  and  Services  Direct lves, 
without  altering  the  substance  of  the  text  Itself.  This  applies  to  the 
Articles  2,  4,  6,  15,  18,  20,  22,  23,  30  and  31.  It  had  to  renumber  the 
Articles  because  of  the  deletion  and  Insertion  of  Articles  as  a 
consequence of  the  below  explained modifications. 
(c)  Contracting authorities 
6.  With  a  view  to offering  the widest  possible  access  to  pub! ic  suppl les 
contracts  and  In  order  to  make  the  appllcat !on  of  the  procurement  rules 
which  relate to public authorities more  uniform,  It  has  been  felt  advisable 
to  align  Article 1(b)  on  the  provisions  of  the  Pub! lc  Works  Directive  and 
the  Publ lc  Services Directive  . 
7.  The  proposal  therefore  Introduces  the  term  "body  governed  by  pub! lc 
law"  In  place  of  the  previous  "legal  persons  governed  by  publ lc  law".  The 
previous  lists  of  bodies  corresponding  to  the  old  term,  which  were  set 
out  as Annex  I  to  the Directive,  have  been  deleted  accordingly. 
The  proposal  defines  the  new  term  "body  governed  by  public  Jaw"  for  the 
purposes  of  the  Directive  as  done  In  the  Publ lc  Works  and  Publ lc  Services 
Directives.  This  alignment  Is  necessary  to  make  the  application  of  the 
Directive  more  uniform.  The  lists  of  bodies  or  of  categories  of  such 
bodies  which  fulfill  the  functional  criteria referred  to  In  the  definition 
Is  set  out  by  way  of  cross-reference  to  Annex·  I  of  the  Pub I I  c  Works 
Directive,  as  done  In  the  Public  Services  Directive.  This  way  It  Is  best 
ensured  that  alI  publ lc  procurement  rules  addressed  to  publ lc  authorities 
are  applied  In  a  coherent  manner.  In  line with  the  Public  Works  and  Public 
Services  Directives,  this  I 1st  wl  I I  not  be  enumerative,  but  only  as 
exhaustive  as  possible,  subJect  to  periodical  updating  In  the  light  of 
changes  In  the  Member  States. - 6  -
(d)  Threshold 
8.  The  provision  of  Article 5(1)  Is  amended  to  deal  with  repeated 
confusions arising  In  the  context  of  the  provision's previous  reference  to 
the  GATT  threshold  In  ECU,  resulting  from  the  fact  that  the  threshold  of 
the  GATT  Agreement  expressed  In  ECU  Is  subject  to  revision every  two  years. 
The  previous  reference  to  ECU  130.000  In  Art.  5(1)(a)(2. Indent)  of 
Directive  77/62/EEC  therefore  differed  from  the  later  revised  threshold  as 
pub! !shed  In  the  OJEC.  The  solution  chosen  to  remedy  this  situation 
provides  for  a: 
replacement  In  the  text of  the  Directive of  the  specific reference  to 
the  GATT  threshold  In  ECU  by  a  reference  to  the  threshold  fixed 
pursuant  to  the  GATT  agreement  (paragraph  1  (a)); 
reference  to  the  GATT  threshold  expressed  In  ECU  by  an  introduction 
In  the  text  of  the  provision  of  a  cross-reference  to  its  periodical 
pub! !cation  In  the  OJEC  (new  paragraph  1  (d)). 
9.  The  new  paragraph  1(d)  serves  the  purpose  of  bringing  the  particular 
Items,  pub II cat ion. as  we II  as  date  of  pub I I  cat ion,  together  withIn  one 
provision.  Paragraph  1(c)  has  been  a! igned  accordingly. 
10.  Further  amendments  within  Art.  5  consist  of  alignments  to  the  Pub!  ic 
Works  and  the  Pub!  ic  Services Directives. 
(e)  Choice  of  award  procedure 
11.  With  a  view  to  coherent  procedures  and  in  order  to  simp! ify 
Interpretation and  appl !cation of  the  Directive,  It  has  been  felt  advisable 
to  a! lgn  Article 6  (1)  and  (4)  of  the  Supplies  Directive  to  the 
corresponding  provisions  In  the  Public  Works  Directive  and  the  Public 
Services  Directive  by  putting  the  open  and  restrictive  procedure  on  an 
eQua I  I  eve 1 • 
(f)  De-br ref r  ng.  I  nterna I  records 
12.  The  new  Article 7  al lgns  the  Publ lc  Su~pl res  Directive  on  the 
eQuivalent  provisions  In  the  Pub!  lc  Works  and  Public  Services  Directives 
by  making  It  obligatory  for  the  contracting  authorities  to  Inform  the 
candidates  whose  application  has  been  turned  down  and  the  tenderers  whose 
tenders  have  been  rejected,  where  they  so  reQuest,  of  the  reasons  for  the 
rejection  of  their  appl !cation  or  tender  or,  where  app! !cable,  for  the 
abandonment  of  award  procedures  for  which  a  contract  notice  had  been 
published.  This  way  more  effective  guarantees  of  openness  and  objectivity 
for  all  suppl lers  and  for  a! I  contracts  subject  to  the  Directive  wl  I I  be 
assured. - 7  -
13.  Paragraph  3,  which  specifies  the  Information  that  must  be  given  by 
the  contracting  authority  In  the  report,  replaces  the  equivalent  provision 
previously  laid  down  In  Article 6  paragraph  6  and  enlarges  the  obi lgatlon 
to  produce  written  reports  to  all  award  procedures,  the  better  to  ensure 
the  objectivity  of  these  procedures,  Including  the  principle  that  this 
report  must  be  forwarded  to  the  Commission  If  It  so  requests,  where  It  has 
received  a  complaint  or  If  It  wishes  to  check  that  the  contracting 
authorities have  acted  In  a  correct  manner. 
(g)  Common  Rules  In  the  technical  field 
14.  Article 8  of  the  Directive  has  been  amended  In  the  I lght  of  the  new 
provisions  on  technical  specifications  laid  down  In  the  Public  Works  and 
the  Public Services Directives. 
(h)  Publ lcatlon of  notices 
15.  Article  9  Is  al lgned  on  the  equivalent  provision  In  the  Publ lc  Works 
and  the  Publ lc  Services  Directives  with  a  view  to  Improve  access  to 
contracts  for  potential  suppliers  and  also  to  enable  the  award  of  such 
contracts  to  be  supervised  more  effectively  through  the  adoption  of  the 
following  measures: 
16.  In  line  with  the  requirement  laid  down  In  the  former  subparagraph  2 
to  Article 9(1)  to  revise  the  obligation  on  Indicative  notices  before 
1 March  1990,  the  Commission  felt  It  appropriate  to  extend  the  requirement 
to  publIsh  Indicative  notices  on  the  Intended  total  procurement  by  product 
areas  to  alI  contracting  authorities,  as  Indicative  notices  contain 
valuable  Information  for  potential  suppl lers.  The  provision  on  the 
obi lgatlon  to  revise Article 9(1)  has  been  deleted  accordingly. 
17.  In  the  Interests  of  greater  transparency  and  following  the  repeated 
demand  for  guidance  on  the  understanding  of  "product  areas"  subject  to  the 
obligation  of  advance  Information,  the  proposal  Introduces  a  clear  and 
coherent  definition  of  "product  areas"  by  means  of·  reference  to  the  new, 
shortly-to-be adopted,  community  nomenclature,  the  CPA  ("Classification of 
Products  According  to  Actlvlties")(paragraph  1,  new  subparagraph  2).  This 
amendment  Is  Inspired  by  the  equivalent  provision  In  the  Public  Services 
Directive~  The  proposal  lays  down  that  the  Commission,  using  the  Advisory 
Committee  procedure  provided  for  under  the  new  Art.  32,  shal I  determine  the 
conditions  of  reference  In  the  notice  to  particular  posit Ions  of  the 
nomenclature. 
In  line  with  the  Public  Services  Directive,  a  reference  to  the 
nomenclature  shall  also  be  given  In  the  other  notices,  as  a  supplement  to 
the  description of  the  nature  and  quantity  of  goods  to  be  del lvered.  This 
way,  the  notices wll I  be  made  both  more  practical  and  more  useful. - 8-
18.  Article 9  (2)  to  (11)  have  been  aligned  to  the  equivalent  provisions 
of  the  Publ lc  Works.  and  Services  Directives,  which  also  Involved  a 
reordering of  the  paragraphs. 
Besides  rearrangements  of  texts,  the  alignment  to  the  Public  Works  and 
Services  Directives  lmpl led  the  Introduction  of  a  new  subparagraph, 
requiring  the  contracting  authorities  to  I lmlt  requested  Information 
concerning  the  economic  and  technical  standards  of  supJ:!IIers  to  those 
referred  to  In  the  Directive  Itself(  new  subparagraph  2  to  paragraph  4). 
Further,  experience  has  shown  that  It  Is  appropriate  to  provide  for  a  full 
translation  of  the  Indicative  notices  and  the  notices  of  contract  awards 
Into  alI  the  Community  languages,  as  these  notices  contain  valuable 
Information,  In  particular  for  foreign  suppliers,  and  as  the  time 
constraints are  not  as crucial  as  In  the  case of  ad-hoc  notices  referred  to 
In  Article 9  (2).  The  proposal  therefore  al lgns  this  provision  (new 
paragraph  6)  on  the  equivalent  provisions  In  the  Pub!  lc  Works  and  Services 
Directives. 
(I)  Formalities of  pybl lcatlon 
19.  The  provision  on  time  limits  In  open  procedures  (Article  10)  Is 
aligned  on  the  Public  Works  and  Services  Directives  on  the  following 
points: 
In  paragraph  2  the  time  limit  of  four  working  days  has  been  aligned 
to  the  equivalent  provisions  of  the  Pub! lc  Works  and  Services 
Directives  by  replacing  It  by  six  days. 
The  condItIons  to  extend  the  tIme  limIt  set  out  In  paragraph  4  have 
been  aligned  to  Public  Works  and  Services  by  extending  It  to  the 
situation  where  documents  cannot  be  supplied  within  the  limits  set 
out  In  paragraph  2  and  3 of  the  same  provision .. 
20.  The  provisions  of  Article  11  on  time  I lmlts  In  restricted  and 
negotiated procedures  have  been  sl lghtly  reworded  and  paragraphs  4,  5  and  6 
of  this  Article  have  been  reordered  to  be  aligned  on  those  of  the  Public 
Works  and  Services Directives. 
Subparagraphs  (a)  to  (e)  of  paragraph  2  to  this Article,  which  set  out  the 
minimum  Information  a  letter  of  Invitation  shall  Include,  are  new,  being 
taken  from  the  equivalent  provisions  on  restricted  and  negotiated 
procedures of  the  Pub!  lc  Works  and  Services Directives. 
21.  Article 12(3),  deal lng  with  requests  for  participation  In  contracts  and 
Invitations  to  tender,  has  been  amended  to  bring  It  In  line  with  the 
equivalent  Article of  the  Publ lc  Works  and  Services  Directives. - 9  -
<J>  Voluntary  Publication 
22.  In  the  light  of  experience  with  the  application  of  this  provision, 
Article  13  has  been  aligned  on  the  equivalent  provisions  of  the  Public 
works  and  Services  Directives,  deleting  the  minimum  threshold  for 
pub I I  cat I  on. 
(k)  Technical  revisions 
23.  A new  Article  14  has  been  Introduced  In  the  I lght  of  the  equivalent 
provision  In  the  Public  Services  Directive.  It  provides  for  a  legal  basis 
for  techn 1  ca I  changes  whIch  can  be  adopted  by  the  CommIssIon,  usIng  the 
Advisory  Committee  procedure  provided  for  In  the  new  Article  32. 
(I)  Variants 
24.  The  Article  on  variants  has  been  brought  Into  line  with  that  In 
Article 19  of  the  Public  Works  Directive  and  Article  24  In  the  Public 
Services Directive  to  facl I ltate a  later  consol ldatlon of  the  legislation. 
The  alignment  also  Includes  a  change  of  order  of  this  provision  within  the 
Directive  itself,  which  now  forms  part  of  Title  IV,  common  rules  on 
participation. 
(m)  Sub-contracting 
25.  A new  Article  17  has  been  Introduced  In  the  I lght  of  the  equivalent 
provision  In  the  Public  Works  and  Services  Directives.  It  enables 
contracting  authorities  to  ask  suppliers  whether  they  intend  to  sub-
contract  to third parties. 
(n)  Participants  tn  restricted ahd  negotiated  procedures 
26.  In  _accordance  with  the  general  approach,  Article  19  has  been  amended 
to  al lgn  It  on  Article  22  of  the  Public  Works  directive  and  Article  27  of 
the  Public  Services  Directive.  This  alignment  In  particular  Includes  an 
introduction of  conditions under  which  contracting authorities  In 
restricted  procedures  may  prescribe  ranges  of  numbers  of  suppliers  they 
intend  to  Invite  (new  paragraph  2),  as  well  as  mlrilmum  requirements  on  the 
number  of  candidates  to be  Invited  to  negotiate  (new  paragraph  3). 
(o)  Trade  registers 
27.  The  presentation  of  the  provision  on  trade  registers  has  been 
reworked  to  Improve  clarity,  al lgnlng  it  on  the  equivalent  provisions  of 
the  Works  and  Services Directives. 
(p)  Official  lists 
28.  It  has  been  observed  that  some  Member  States,  as  In  the  fields  of 
works  and  services,  do  have  official  lists  of  recognized  suppliers.  This 
may  have  the  effect  of  discriminating  against  foreign  suppliers  because 
they  may  have  more  difficulties  than  local  suppl lers  In  becoming  registered 
and  benefiting  from  such  lists  ..  As  in  the  Public  Works  and  the  Public - 10  -
Services  Directives,  a  new  Article  has  therefore  been  introduced  that 
recognises  the  value  of  such  I lsts and  at  the  same  time  reconcl les  the  way 
In  which  official  lists  are  used  with  the  need  to  grant  a  fair  chance  to 
suppliers  from  other  countries  (new  Article  25). 
(q)  Award  criteria 
29.  The  Commission  has  amended  and  rearranged  the  provision  on  award 
criteria with  a  view  to  Its clarification  (Article  26). 
The  amended  provision  In  particular  no  longer  contains  reference  to 
pref$rentlal  award  criteria  (  old  Articles  25(4),  26,  27)  as  wei  1  as 
reference  to  the  Italian anonymou·s  envelope  procedure (old Article  25(3)). 
30.  The  provisions  of  the  old  Article  26  expire  on  31  December  1992. 
Reports  from  the  Member  States  show  that  there  are  no  schemes  eligible  to 
benefit  from  the  provision of  the  old Article  25(4).  The  provisions  of  the 
former  Article  25(3)  expired  on  24  June  1981.  These  provisions  are 
therefore superfluous. 
The  deletion of  the  former  Article  27,  which  provided  for  reporting  systems 
as  regards  preferential  schemes,  is  a  consequence  of  the  deletion  of  the 
reference  to  the  preference  schemes  as  such. 
(r)  Abnormally  low  tenders 
31.  In  accordance  with  the  general  approach,  the  Commission  has  aligned 
the  provisions  on  abnormally  low  tenders  (old  Article  25(5)  to  (7))  as  far 
as  possible  on  the  equivalent  provisions  In  Public  Works  and  Services.  In 
the  light  of  the  Public  Services  Directive,  It  was  felt  appropriate  to 
devote  a  separate Article  to  these  provisions  (new  Article  27). 
(s)  Provisions arising  from  the  GATT  Agreement  on  Government  Procurement 
32.  The  provisions  arising  from  the  GATT  Agreement  on  Government 
Procurement,  whIch  were  set  out  In  DirectIve  80/767/EEC  and  88/295/EEC, 
have  been  reworked  and  put  together  under  Title V (Final  provisions). 
33.  With  a  view  to  Improve  clarity,  the  reference  to  the  contracting 
authorities  covered  by  the  GATT  agreement  (old  Article  1(1)  of  80/767/EEC) 
and  the  provision  on  the  main  obligations  resulting  from  this  agreement 
(old  Article 7  of  80/767/EEC)  are  now  put  together  in  one  provision  (new 
Art I  c I  e  28) . 
34.  Former  Article 8  of  Directive  80/767/EEC,  covering  the  Commission's 
power  to  ensure  the  application  of  this  Directive  as  well  as  to  propose 
revisions  where  appropriate  has  been  slightly  updated  (new  Article  29(1). 
and  (2)). 
35.  It  was  felt  appropriate  to  refer  to  the  Commission's  power  to  update 
Annex  I  to  Directive  80/767/EEC  (old  Article  1(1))  In  conjunction  with  the 
general  provision  on  revisions  to  the  Directive  (Article  29(1)  and  (2)). 
The  provision  therefore  changed  Its  place  of  order,  now  ·being 
Article  29(3). - 11  -
(t)  Adylsory  Committee  Procedure 
36.  In  accordance  with  the  general  approach,  the  role  of  the  Advisory 
CommIt tee  In  those  cases  where  the  DIrectIve  reQuIres  Its  consu Ita  t I  on,  Is 
determined  In  a  new  provision  (Art.  32),  In  accordance  with  Councl 1 
Decision 87/373/EEC  of  13  July  1987  (OJ  L 197  of  18.7.1987,  p.  33). 
(u)  Transposition of  Directive 77/62/EEC 
37.  In  accordance  with  the  general  rules  on  legislative  consolidation,  a 
new  Art.  33  repeals  Directive  77/62/EEC,  without  preJudice  to  the 
obi !gat Ions  of  the  Member  States  to  Its  transposition.  It  Is  thereby 
assured  that  Member  States which  have  not  yet  properly  transposed  Directive 
77/62/EEC  do  not  escape  from  this  obllgat !on.  As  In  the  Public  Works 
Directive  and  with  a  view  to  best  ensure  transparency,  a  new  Annex  v, 
referred  to  In  Article  33,  sets  out  the  dates  of  application  of  the 
transpo~ltlon measures4 
To  facilitate  the  correlation  of  the  new  Directive  with  the  provisions  of 
the  repealed  Directives,  the Article  further  refers  to  a  correla~lon table, 
set  out  as Annex  VI  (new). 
(v)  Obligation  of  transposition  of  this  Directive  and  communication  of 
measures 
38.  Article  34  contains  the  standard  provisions  on  the  obligations  of 
Member  states  to  transpose  a  directive  and  to  communicate  these  measures 
taken  to  the  Commission. 
(w)  List  of  Annexes 
39.  As  stated under  paragraph  7,  Annex  I  to  Directive  77/62/EEC  has  been 
deleted  and  substituted  by  a  cross-reference  In  Article  1(b)  to  Annex  1  of 
Directive 92/ ...  /EEC. 
40.  The  lists of  GATT-covered  contracting  authorities,  referred  to  under 
Articles  28  and  29  of  this  Directive,  are  now  set  out  under  Annex  I.  The 
lists  have  been  updated,  In  accordance  with  the  provision  now  set  out  In 
Article  29(3),  and  completed  by  the  Inclusion  of  the  list  of  contracting 
authorities  for  Spain,  Greece  and  Portugal.  The  latter  two  I lsts are stl I I 
pending  confirmation  by  the  GATT  Parties. 
41.  The  lists of  products  referred  to  by  Article  5  concerning  the  award 
of  contracts  by  contracting  authorities  In  the  field  of  defence  became 
Annex  11  to  this Directive. 
42.  The  definition  of  certain  technical  specifications,  which  now  became 
Annex  I II,  have  been  amended  In  the  light  of  the  corresponding  Annex  In  the 
Pub! lc  Works  and  Services Directives. - 12  -
43.  In  i lne  with  the  general  approach,  Annex  IV,  Model  notices  of  supply 
contracts,  has  been  al lgned  on  the  Publ lc  Works  and  Pub! lc  Services 
Directives  as  far  as  possible. 
44.  As  referred  to  under  paragraph  37,  a.  new  Annex  V  has  been  added, 
setting  out  the  deadlines  for  the  application  of  transposition  measures 
concerning  the  repealed Directive 77/62/EEC. 
45.  Further,  a  new  Annex  VI,  which  sets  out  a  correlation  table, 
referred  to under  paragraph  37,  Is  attached. - 13  -
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
coordinating procedures  for  the award  of 
public supply contracts 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Community,  and  In  particular Article  100a  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission<1>, 
In  cooperation  with  the  European  Parliament<2>, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  Economic  and  Social 
Commlttee<3>, 
Whereas  Council  Directive 77/62/EEC  of  21  December  1976, 
coordinating  procedures  for  the  award  of  public  supply 
contracts<4>,  as  last  amended  by  Directive 
92/50/EEC  (5),  has  been  amended  on  a  number  of 
occasions;  whereas,  on  the  occasion  of  further 
amendments,  the  said  Directive  should,  for  reasons  of 
clarity be  redrafted; 
Whereas  with  a  view  to  creating  a  single,  coherent  body 
of  all  procurement  rules  for  public  authorities  it 
seems  Important  In  particular  to  align  the  drafting  of 
the  present  Directive,  as  far  as  possible,  on  the 
provisions  on  public  procurement  as  contained  in 
Council  Directive  92{ •• • /EEC  of·  ........  1992, 
concerning  the  coordination  of  procedures  for  the  award 
of  public  works  contracts<6>  and  Council  Directive 
92/50/EEC  of  18  June  1992,  relating  to  the  coordination 
of  procedures  on  the  award  of  public  service 
contracts<7>; 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
OJ  No  C 
OJ  No  c 
OJ  No  c 
OJ  No  L 13,  15.1.1977'  p.  1. 
OJ  No  L  209,  24.7.1992,  p.  1. 
OJ  No  L  I  p.  ~not  yet  adopted;  ct.  common 
position  adopted  by  the  Council  with  a  view  to  the 
adoption  of  a  directive concerning  the  coordination 
of  procedures  for  the  award  of  public  work 
contracts  (6355/92)  of  18.6.1992,  not  published). 
( 7)  OJ  No  L - 14-
Whereas  the  alignments  to  be  Introduced  relate,  In 
particular,  to  the  Introduction  of  the  functional 
definition  of  contracting  authorities,  the  option  to  hove 
recourse  to  the  open  or  restr lcted  procedure,  the 
requirement  to  Justify  the  refusal  of  candidates  or 
hnden~rs,  the  rules  for  drawing  up  reports  on  the 
execution  of  the  different  award  procedures,  the 
conditions  for  referring  to  the  common  rules  In  the 
technical  field,  publication.  and  ·participation,· 
clarifications  concerning  award  criteria  and  the 
Introduction  of  the Advisory  Committee  procedure; 
Whereas  It  Is  also  necessary  to  Introduce  some  editorial 
ehanoes  aimed  at  Improving  the  clarl.ty  of  exist lng 
provisions: 
Whereas  the  attainment  of  freedom  of  movement  of  goods  In 
respect  of· public  supply  contracts  awarded  In  Member 
States  on  behalf  of  the  State,  or  regional  or  local 
authorities or other bodies governed  by  public  law  ental Is 
not  only  the  abolition  of  restrictions  but  also  the  co-
ordination  of  national  procedures  for  the  award  of  public 
supply contracts; 
Whereas  such  co-ordination  should  take  into account  as  far 
as  possible  the procedures  and  odministrotl.ve  practices  In 
force  In  each  Member  State: 
Whereoa  the  Council  approved  on  behalf  of  the  European 
Commun I ties  the  Agreement 
herlnofter  referred  to 
on  government  procurement(!), 
"the  GATT  Agreement":  as 
Whereas  Annex  I  to  this  Dl rect lve  sets  out  the  I Ish  of 
cont roct I  ng  authorItIes  aub [  ect  to  the  GATT  Agreement: 
whereoa  It  Ia  necessary  to  up-doh  thla  Annex  In 
accordance  with  modifications  aubmltted  by  the  Member 
States: 
Whereas  this  Directive  does  not  apply  to  certain  aupply 
controch  which  ore  awarded  In.  the  water,  energy, 
trona art  end  telecommunication  sectors covered  b  Council 
Directive 90/531/EEC  2  ; 
Whereoa,  without  prejudice  to  the  appl !cation  of  the 
threshold  eet  out  for  auppfy  contracts aub]ect  to  the  GATT 
Agreement,  supply  contract• of  lese  than  ECU  200  000  mgr 
be  exempted  from  competition  as  provided  under  this 
Directive  and  it  Ia  appropriate  to  provide  for  their 
exemption  from  co-ordination measures: 
Whereoa  provlalon must  be  made  for  exceptional  casea where 
measures  concerning  the  co-ordination  of  .procedures  may 
not  neceasarlly  be  applled,  but  auch  cosee  must  be 
expreuly  limited; 
(1)  OJ  No  L 71  of  17.1.1980,  p.  1; 
OJ  No  L 345  of  9.12.1987,  p.  24 
(2)  OJ  No  L 297,  29.10.1990,  p.  1. 
1. 
10. 
9. 
80/767/EEC 
(adapted) 
77/62/EEC 
(adopted) 
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Whereaa  the  negotiated  procedure  ahould  be  conaldered  to 
be  except lonal  and  therefore  applicable  only  In  I lml ted 
caaea: 
Whereaa  It  Ia  necessary  to  provide  cannon  rulea  In  the 
technical  field which  take  account  of  the Community, policy 
on  standards and  speclflcatlone; 
Whereaa~ to ensure development  of  effective competition  In 
the  field  of  publ lc  contracta,  It  Ia  necessary  that 
contract  notices  drawn  up  by  the  contracting  authorities 
of  Member  Statea  be  advertised  throughout  the  Carmunlty; 
whereaa  the  InformatIon  con tal ned  In  theee  notl cea  must 
enable  auppllera eatabliahed  In  the Carmunlty  to determine 
whether  the  proposed  contracts  ore  of  lntereat  to  them: 
whereaa~ for  thia  purpoae~ It  Ia  appropriate  to  give  them 
adequate  lnformot I  on  about  the  good a  to  be  aupp II ed  and 
the  conditions  attached  thereto:  whereoa,  more 
port I  cuI or  ly~  In  rest r lcted  procedure a  advert lsement  Is 
Intended  to  enable  suppliers  of  Member  States  to  express 
theIr  lntereat  In  contracts  by  seeking  fran  the 
contracting  authorities  lnvltatlona  to  tender  under  the 
required conditions: 
Whereaa  add It I  ono I  I  nfonnatl on  concernIng  con t roch must, 
aa  Ia  cuatanary  In  Member  Statea,  be  given  In  the  contract 
document•  for  eoch  contract  or  elae  In  on  equivalent 
document: 
Whereas  It  Ia  neceesary  to  provide  common  rules  for 
partIcIpatIon  In  pub II c  supply  cont recta,  Inc I  ud I  ng  both 
qualitative  selection  criteria and  criteria  for  the  award 
of  the  contracts: 
Whereas  this Directive must  not  affect  the  obligations  of 
the  Member  States  concerning  the  deadlines  for 
t ransposl t I  on  Into  nat I  one; I  I  ow  and  for  app II cat I  on 
Indicated  In  Annex  V: 
~  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE: 
13.  88/295/EEC 
(adapted) 
1-4.  88/295/EEC 
(adapted) 
12.  77/62/EEC 
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TITLE  I 
General  provlalona 
Article 1 
For  the purpose  of  this Directive: 
(a)  'public  aupply  contract.'  ~ contract.  .for 
pecuniary  lntereat concluded  In  writing  Involving  the 
purchase,  lease,  rental  or  hI re  pu rchaae,  wl th  or 
without  option  to buy,  of  product• between  a  auppller 
(a  natural  or  legal  person)  and  one  of  the 
contracting  authorities  defined  In  (b)  below.  The 
delivery  of  auch  produc.h  may  In  addition  Include 
siting  and  lnatallat I  on  operations; 
(b)  'contracting  authorities'  shall  be  the  State, 
regional  or  local  authorities,  bodies  governed  by 
public  law.  associations  formed  by  one  or  several  of 
such  authorities or bodies  governed  by  public  law. 
A body  governed  by  public  low  means  any  body: 
- established  for  the  specific  purpose  of  meeting 
needs  In  the  general  Interest,  not  having  on 
Industrial  or commercial  character,  and 
having  legal  personal lty,  and 
f I  nonced,  for  the  moat  part.  by  the  State,  or 
regional  or  local  authorities,  or  other  bodlea 
governed  by  pub I lc  law,  or  subJect  to  management 
supervision  by  those  bodies,  or  hovlno  an 
administrative, managerial  or  supervisory  board,  more 
than  half  of  whose  members  ore  appointed  by  the 
State,  regional  or  local  outhorltlea.  or  by  other 
bodlea  governed  by  public  low. 
The  llah of  bodlea  or  of  cotegorlea  of  such  bodies 
governed  by  public  low  which  fulfil  the  criteria 
referred  to  In  the  second  aubporooroph  ore set out  In 
Annex  I  to Directive 92/  ..•  JEEC.  These  lists shall  be 
as  exhaustive  oa  poaalble  and  may  be  reviewed  In 
accordance with  the  procedure  laid down  In  Article 35 
of  Directive 92/ ...  /EEC. 
n/82/EEC 
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(c)  - 'tenderer'  Ia  a  auppller  who  autml h  a  tender, 
- 'candidate'  Ia  a  peraon  who  haa  aought  an 
Invitation  to  take part  ln.a  reatrlcted procedur.e, 
(d)  'open  procedure•'  are  thoae  national  procedure• 
whereby  all  lntereated  auppllera  may  autmlt  tenders; 
(e)  'reatrlcted procedure•'  are  thoae national  procedure• 
whereby  only  thoae  auppllera  Invited  by  the 
contract lng  authorltlea  may  autmlt  tendera; 
(f)  'negotiated  procedure•'  are  thoae  national  procedure• 
whereby  contracting  authorltlea  consult  auppllera  of 
their  choice  and  negotiate  the  terma  of  the  contract 
wl th one  or !!!2.!:!.  of  them. 
Article 2 
1·  Thla Directive ahall  not  apply  to: 
(a)  contract•  awarded  In  the  flelda  referred  to  In 
Articles  2,  7,  8  and  9  of  Directive  90/531/EEC  or 
fulfilling  the  conditione  In  Article 6(2)  of  that 
Dl rect lve; 
(b)  auDDIY  contract.  which  are  declared  aecret  or  the 
executIon  of  whIch  must  be  acccmpon I ed  by  epee I a I 
security  meaaurea  In  accordance  with  the  Iowa, 
regulation•  or  admlnlatratlve  provision•  In  force  In 
the  Uember  State  concerned  or  when  the  protection  of 
the  basic  lntereata of  the  Member  State's aecurlty  eo 
requires. 
~·  When  a  contracting  authority  within  the  meaning  of 
Article  1(b)  granta  to  a  body  other  than  .2  contracting 
authority  - regardle11  of  Ita  le~;ol  atatua  - special  or 
exclualve  rlghh  to  engage  In  a  public  service  activity, 
the  lnatrument  granting  thla  right  ahall  atlpulote  that 
the  body  In  queatlon  muat  observe  the  principle  of  non-
dlacrlmlnatlon  by  nationality when  awarding  public  aupply 
contract• to third partlea. 
Tl/62/EEC 
88/295/EEC 
(adopted) 
n/62/EEC 
Article 2(2),  oa  amended  by 
90/531/EEC 
Article 35(1) 
(adopted) 
n/62/EEC 
Article 2(3) 
(adopted) ") 
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Article 3 
Without  prejudice  to  Articles  2,  ~  and  5{1),  this 
Directive  shall  apply  to  all  products  to  which  Article 
t(a)  relates,  Including  those  covered  by  contracts awarded 
by  contracting authorities  In  the  field of  defence,  except 
for  the  product.  to  which  the  provisions  of  Article  223 
(1)  (b)  of- the Treaty apply. 
Article 4 
This  Directive  shall  not  apply  to public  supply  contracts 
governed  by  different  procedural  rules  and  awarded: 
(a)  ln  pursuance  of  an  International  agreement~ 
concluded  In  conformity  with  the  Treaty,  between  a 
Uember  State and  one  or more  non-member  countries and 
covering  supplies  Intended  for  the  joint 
Implementation  or  exploitation  of  a  project  by  the 
signatory  States:  g!l  agreement~  shal I  be 
communicated  to  the Commission,  which  may  conault  the 
Advisory  Committee  for  Public  Contracts  set  up  by 
Decision  71/306jEEc(1); 
(b)  to  undertakings  In  a  Uember  State  or  a  non-member 
country  In  pursuance  of  an  International  agreement 
relating  to  the  stationing of  troops; 
(c)  pursuant  to  the  particular  procedure  of  on 
International  organization. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  185,  16.8.1971,  p.  15;  Declalon  amended  by 
Decision  n/63/EEC  (OJ  No  L 13,  15.'1.19n,  p.  15). 
88/295/EEC 
Article 2a 
{adapted) 
n/62/EEC 
Article 3 
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Article 5  88/295/EEC 
1.  (a)  Tttl .. II,  III and  IV  and  Artlelee  6  end  7  ehall 
apply  to  public  eupply  contract•: 
-awarded  by  the  contracting  authorities  referred 
to  In  Article  1(b),  Including  eontraeh  awarded 
by  the  contracting  authorltlee  In  the  field  of 
defence  I Ia  ted  In  Annex  I  In  10  far  as  the 
product.  not  I feted  In  Annex  II  are  concerned, 
provided  that  the  estimated  value  net  of  VAT  Is 
not  Ieee  than  ECU  200  000, 
awarded  by  the  contracting authorities  lleted  In 
Annex  I  and  whose  eetlmated  value  net  of  VAT  Is 
not  leu  than  the  threshold  fixed  pursuant  to 
the  GATI  Agreement;  In  the  ease  of  contracting 
authorities  In  the  field  of  defence,  thle  shall 
apply  only  to  contracts  Involving  products 
covered  by  Annex  II. 
(b)  This Directive  shall  apply  to public  supply  contracts 
for  which  the  estimated  value  equals  or  exceeds  the 
threshold  concerned  at  the  time  of  publication of  the 
notice  In  accordance with Article 9  (2).  . 
(e)  The  value  of  the  thresholds  In  national  currencies 
and  the  threshold  of  the  GATT  Agreement  expressed  In 
ECU  shall  In  principle  be  revised  every  two  years 
wl th  ef feet  from  1  January  .1988.  The  eo I eu I at I on  of 
theee  valuea  shal I  be  based  on  the  average  dal Jy 
values  of  these  currencies  expressed  In  ECU  and  of 
the  ECU  expressed  In  SORa  over  the  24  months 
termlnat lng  on  the  last  day  of  Auguet  Immediately 
preceding  the  1  January  revision. 
The  method  of  calculation  laid  down  In  the  present 
subparagraph  shall  be  reviewed,  on  the  Commlulon's 
Initiative,  by  the  Advisory  Committee  for  Publ le 
Contract.,  In  principle  two  years  after  Its  Initial 
opp I I eat I on. 
(adapted} 
92/50/EEC 
Article 42(1) 
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d)  The  thresholds  laid  down  In  subparagraph  (a)  and  the 
value  of  the  thresholds  In  national  currencies  and,  as 
regards  the  threshold  fIxed  by  the  GATT  Agreement  Its 
threshold  exprened  In  ECU  shall  be  published  In  the 
Official  Journal  of  the  European  Carmunl t les  at  the 
beginning  of  the  month  of  November  which  follows  the 
revision  laid  down  In  the  first  part  of  subparagraph 
:(£)I 
2.  In  the  case  of  contracts  for  the  lease,  rental  or hire 
purchase  of  products,  the  basis  for  calculating  the 
estimated  contract  value  aha I I  be: 
- In  the  case  of  flxed-tenn contracts,  where  their  tenn  Is 
12  month  a  or  I lisa,  the  toto  I  contract  value  for  Its 
duration,  or,  where  their  tenn  exceed•  12  month•,  lh 
total  value  Including  the  estimated  residual  value, 
In  the  case  of  contracts  for  an  Indefinite porlod  or  In 
cases  where  there  Is  doubt  01  to  the  durat ton  of  the 
controcta,  the monthly value multiplied by  48. 
3.  In  the  case  of  regular  contracts  or  of  contracts  which 
are  to  be  renewed  wl thIn  a  g lven  tIme,  the  contract  va I ue 
shall  be  establlahed  on  the  baals of: 
-either  the  actual  aggregate  value  of  similar  contracts 
concluded  over. the  previous  f lscal  year  or  12  months.L 
adjusted,  where  poaslble,  for  anticipated  changes  In 
quantity  ·or  value  over  the  12  months  following  the 
Initial  contract, 
- or  the  est lmated  aggregate  value  during  the  12  months 
following  the  fl rat  delivery  or  during  the  term  of  the 
contract.~. where.  thla  Is greater  than  12  months  • 
The  aelectlon  of  the  valuation  method  shall  not  be  used 
with  the  Intention  of  avoiding  the  application  of  this 
Dl rect lve. 
4.  If a  proposed  procurement  of  aupplles  of  the  aome  type 
may  lead  to  cont rach  be lng  awarded  at  the  some  tIme  In 
separate  parts,  the  est lmated  value  of  the  total  IUTI  of 
these porta must  be  taken  as  the  bosla  for  the  application 
of  paragraph•  1  and  2. 
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5.  In  the  caaea  where  a  proposed  procurement  apeclflea 
opt ion  clauaea,  the  baa Ia  for  calculat lng  the  eat lmated 
contract  v~lue shall  be  the  hlgheat  poaalble  total  of  the 
purchaae,  leaae,  rental,·  or  hire-purchase  permlaalble, 
lnclu81ve  of  the  option clauaea. 
6.  No  procurement  requl rement  for  a  given  quantIty  of 
auppllea  may  be  apllt  up  with  the  Intention  of  avoiding 
the  application of  thla Directive. 
88/295/EEC 
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1.  In  awarding  public  aupply  contrach  the  contract lng 
authorltlea  ahall  apply  the  procedure•  defined  In 
Article 1  (d),  (e)  and  (f),  In  the  casea  aet  out  below. 
£.  The  contracting  authorities  may  award  their  supply 
contract• by  negotiated procedure  In  the case of  Irregular 
•tender•  In  response  to an  open  or  reatrlcted procedure  or 
In  the  case  of  tender•  which  are  unacceptable  under 
national  provlalona  that  are  In  accordance with provisions 
of  Title  IV,  In  ao  far  as  the  original  term•  for  the 
cant ract  are  not  subatantl a II y  a I tered.  The  cant ract I  ng 
authorltlea  shall  In  these  cases  publish  a  tender  notice 
unlesa  they  Include  In  such  negotiated procedure•  all  the 
enterprises  satisfying  the  criteria  of  Articles  20  to  24 
which,  during  the prior open  or  restricted procedure,  have 
submitted  tenders  In  accordance  with  the  formal 
requirements  of  the  tendering procedure. 
~·  The  contracting  authorities  may  award  their  aupply 
contract•  by  negotiated  procedure  without  prior 
publication of  a  tender notice,  In  the  following  caaea: 
(a)  In  the  absence  of  tenders  In  response  to  an  open  or 
restricted  procedure  Insofar  aa  the  original  terma  of 
the  contract  are  not  substant Iaiiy  altered  and 
provided  that  a  report  Ia  communicated  to  the 
Ccmnlaelon; 
(b)  when  the products  Involved  are manufactured  purely  for 
the ·  purpoae  of  research,  experiment,  atudy  or 
development,  thla  provision  doea  not  extend  to 
quantity  production  to  establish  commercial  viability 
or to  recover  research  and  development  costs; 
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(c)  when,  for  technical  or  artistic  reason1,  or  for 
reaaona  connected with  protection  of  exclualve  rights, 
the producta  supplied may  be  manufactured  or  delivered 
only  by  a  particular 1uppller; 
(d)  Jnaofar  aa  Ia  strictly necessary  when,  for  reasons  of 
extreme  urgency  brought  about  by  eventa  unforeseeable 
by  the  contracting  authorities  In  question,  the  time 
limit  laid down  for  the  open.L  restricted or neqot fated 
procedures  referred  to  In  paraaraph  2  cannot  be  kept. 
The  cl rcunatancea  Invoked  to  juat I fy  extreme  urgency 
must  not  In  any  event  be  attributable  to  the 
contracting authorltlea; 
(e)  for  add It lona I  deliver! ea  by  the  orl  gIno I  1upp 1 ler 
which  are  Intended  either aa  a  partial  replacement  of 
normal  suppl lea  or  !natal lations  or  as  the  extension 
of  existing  supplies  or  Installations  where  a  change 
of  IUppfler  WOUld  oblige  the  Contracting  authority  to 
acquire  material  having  different  technical 
characterlatlca  which  would  result  In  Incompatibility 
or  dlsp roport lonate  techn I  col  dl ffl cuI tie  a  In 
operation  and  maintenance.  The  length  of  such 
contract•  a1  well  a1  that  of  recurrent  contracts may, 
as a  general  rule,  not  exceed  three year1. 
i·  In  all  other  cases,  the  contracting  authorities  shall 
award  the! r  eupply  contracts  by  the  open  procedure ~ 
the  restricted procedure. 
Article 7 
t.  The  contracting authority  shall,  within  15  days  of  the 
date  on  which  the  request  le  received,  Inform  any 
eliminated  candidate  or  tenderer  who  so  requests  of  the 
reasons  of  reJection  of  his  application  or  his  tender, 
and,  In  the  case  of  a  tender,  the  nane  of  the  successful 
tenderer. 
2.  The  contracting  authority  shall  Inform  candldatee  or 
tenderers  who  so  request  of  the  grounds  on  which  It 
decided  not  to  award  a  contract  In  reapect  of  which  a 
prior call  for  competition  waa  made,  or  to  recommence  the 
. procedure.  It  shall  also  Inform  the  Office  for  Official 
Publications of  the  European  Communities  of  that  declalon. 
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3.  For  each  contract  awarded  the  contracting  authorities 
shall  draw  up  a  written  report  which  shall  Include  at 
least  the  following: 
=-the  nane  and  addreu  of  the  contract lng  author I ty.....J.h! 
eub!ect  and  value  of  the  contract, 
- the  nanea  of  the  candidates  or  tenderer•  aanl tted  and 
the  reaaona  for  their selection, 
the  nanea  of  the  candldatel  or  tenderer•  rejected  and 
the  reaaona  for  their  rejection, 
the  nane  of  the  successful  tenderer  and  the  reasons  for 
hla  tender having  been  selected and,  If  known,  any  share 
of  the  contract  the  aucceaaful  tenderer  may  Intend  to 
subcontract  to a  third party, 
for  negotiated procedures,  the  circumstances  referred  to 
In  Article 6 which  Justify  the  use  of  these procedures. 
Thla  report, 
conmunlcated 
or  the  main  features  of 
to  the  Conmlsalon  at 
It,  aha II  be 
I h  request. 
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TITLE  II 
Common  rules  In  the  technical  field. 
Article 8 
1.  The  technical  specifications defined  In  Annex  l!! shall 
be  given  In  the  general  or  contractual  documents  relating 
to each  contract. 
2.  Without  prejudice  to  the  legally  binding  national 
technical  rules,  In  so  far  as  these  are  canpatlble  with 
Conmunlty  law,  the  technical  specifications  mentioned  In 
paragraph  1  aha II  be  def !ned  by  the  cont ractl ng 
authorities  by  reference  to  national  standards 
Implementing  European  standards,  or  by  reference  to 
European  technical  approvals  or  by  reference  to  common 
technical  specifications. 
3.  A contracting authority may  deport  from  paragraph  2  if: 
(a)  the  standards,  European  technical  approvals  or  common 
technical  apeclflcatlons do  not  Include  BnY  provision 
for  establishing conformity,  or  technical  means  do  not 
exist ill  establlsh.ln.g  satisfactorily  the  conformity 
of  a  product  to  these  standards,  European  technical 
approvals or common  technical  apeclflcatlons; 
(b)  the  app II cat I  on  of  paragraph  2  wou I  d  p rej udl ce  the 
application  of  Council  Directive  86/361/EEC(1),  or 
Council  Decision  87/95/EEC(2)  or  other  Community 
Instruments  In  specific service or  product  areas; 
(1)  OJ  No  L 217,  5.8.1986,  p.  21. 
(2)  OJ  No  L  36,  7.2.1987,  p.  31. 
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(c)  use  of  these  standards,  European  technical  approvals 
or  ccnmon  techn I  ca I  specIfIcatIon  a  wou I  d  ob ll9e  the 
contractln9 authority  to acquire supplies  Incompatible 
with  equipment  already  In  use  or  would  entail 
disproportionate  cosh  or  disproportionate  technical 
difficulties,  but  only  as  part  of  a  clearly  defined 
and  recorded  strate9y  wl th  a  view  to  chan9e:=over, 
within a  alven period,  to European·standards,  European 
technical  approvals  or  ccnmon  technical 
spec If I  catl ons; 
(d)  the  project  concerned  Ia  of  a  9enulnely  lnnovat lve 
nature  for  which  use  of  exist ln9  European  atandarda.L 
European  technical  approvals  or  ccnmon  technical 
specifications  would  not  be  appropriate. 
4.  Contracting  authorities  Invoking  paragraph  3  shal I 
record,  wherever  possible,  the  reasons  for  doing  so  In  the 
tender  notice  published  In  the  Official  Journal  of  the 
European  Ccnmunltles  or  In  the  contract  documents  and  In 
all  cases  shall  record  these  reasons  In  theIr  Internal 
documentation  and  shall  supply  such  lnfonnatlon  on  request 
to  Member  States  and  to  the  Ccnmlaalon. 
5.  In  the  absence  of  European  standards  or  European 
techn I  ca I  app rova Ia  or  ccnmon  techn I  ca I  specIfIcatIon  a, 
the  technical  specifications 
(a)  shall  be  defined  by  reference  to  the  national 
technical  specifications  recognized  as  complying  with  the 
basic  requirements  listed  In  the  Ccnmunlty  directives  on 
technical  hannonlzatlon,  In  accordance with  the  procedures 
laid  down  In  those  directives,  and  In  particular  In 
accordance  with  the  procedures  laid  down  In  Council 
Directive 89/106/EEC(1); 
(b)  may  be  defined  by  reference  to  notional  technical 
specifications  relating  to  design  and  method  of 
calculation and  execution  of  works  and  use  of  materials; 
( 1  )  OJ  No  L 40,  11 . 2. 1989 ,  p .  12 . 
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(c)  may.  be  defined  by  reference  to other documents. 
In  thl1  ca1e,  It  11  appropriate  to  make  reference  In 
order of  preference  to: 
ill  national  standards  Implementing  International 
atandorda  accepted  ~  the  country  of  the 
contracting authority: 
!..!.ll  other  national  standards  and  national  technical 
approval•  of  the  country  of  the  contracting 
author! ty: 
!!lll any  other  atondard. 
6.  Unlesa  such  specifications  are  justified  by  the 
subject  of  the  contract,  Member  States  shall  prohibit  the 
Introduction  Into  the  contractual  clauses  relating  to  a 
given  contract  of  technical  specification•  which  mention 
goods  of  specific  make  or  source  or  of  a  particular 
proce11  ond  which  therefore  favour  or  eliminate  certain 
suppliers  or  produch.  In  port lculor,  the  lndlcat Iori  of 
trade  mork1,  patenh,  type•  or  of  a  specific  orl;ln  or 
production  ahall  be  prohibited.!.  J::!owever,  l!  auch 
Indication l!  accompanied  by  the  words  'or equivalent' l! 
shall  be  authorized  In  cases  where  the  contracting 
authorities  ore  unable  to  give  a  description  of  the 
sublect  of  the  contract  using  spec! flcat Ions  which  ore 
sufficiently precise and  fully  lntelll;lble to oil  parties 
concerned. 
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TITLE  I I I 
Cannon  advertlalng  rulea 
Art lcle 9 
1.  The  contracting  authorltlea  ahall  make  known,  aa  aoon 
aa  poaalble  after  the  beginning  of  their  budgetary  year, 
by  means  of  an  Indicative notice,  the  total  procurement  by 
product  area  which  they  envisage  awarding  during  the 
subsequent  12  months  where  the  toto  I  eat I  mated  vo I ue, 
taking  Into account  the provlalona of Article 5,  Ia  equal 
to or greater  than  ECU  750  000. 
The  product  area  shall  be  established  by  the  contracting 
authorities  by  means  of  reference  to  the  nomenclature 
"Cionlflcotlon  of  Products  According  to  Activities 
(CPA) ,.(1).  The  Commlnl on  aha II  determl ne  the  condItIone 
of  reference  In  the  notice  to particular positions  of  the 
nomenclature  In  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down 
In Article 32(2). 
2.  Contracting  authorities  who  wlah  to  award  a  public 
supply  con~roct  by  open,  reatrlcted  or  negotiated 
procedure  In  the  coaea  referred  to  In  Article  6(2), 
shall  make  known  their  Intention by  means  of  a  notice. 
3.  Contracting  authorities  who  hove  awarded  a  contract 
aha II  make  known  the  reeu It  by  means  of  a  notIce  .. 
However,  certain  Information  on  the  contract  award  may, 
In  certain  caaea,  not  be  published  where  release  of  such 
lnformot I on  would  Impede  ,Jaw  enforcement  or  otherwlae  be 
contrary  to  the  publ lc  lntereat~  would  prejudice  the 
legitimate  commercial  Interest•  of  particular 
enterprlaea,  public  or  private,  or  might  prejudice  fair 
competition  between  suppliers. 
~·  The  notIce.!  aha II  be  drown  up  In  accordance  wl th  the 
modela  given  In  Annex  IV  and  shall  specify  the 
Information  requested  In  those  models.  The  contracting 
authorities  may  not  require  any  conditions  other  than 
those  specified  In  Articles  22  and  23  when  requesting 
Information  concerning  the  economic  and  technical 
standards  which  they  require  of  supplier•  for  their 
selection  (section  11  ot' Annex  IV  B.  section  9  of  Annex 
IV C and  section  8  of  Annex  IV 0). 
(1)  OJ  No  L 
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}.  The  contracting  authorities  shall  send  the  notices  as 
rapidly  as  possible. and  by  the  moat  appropriate  channels 
to  the  Office  for  Official  Publlcat Ions  of  the  European 
Communities.  In  the  case  of  the  accelerated  procedure 
referred  to  In  Article  12,  the  notice  shall  be  sent  by 
telex,  telegram or  telefax. 
The  notice  referred  to  In  paragraph  1  shall  be  sent  as 
aoon  as  posalble  after  the  beginning  of  each  budgetary 
year. 
!he notice  referred  to  In  paragraph  3  ahall  be  aent  at  the 
latest  48  days  after  the  oward  of  the  contract  In 
queat I on. 
6.  The  notices  referred  to  In  paragraphs  1 and  3  shall  be 
published  In  full  In  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
CommunItIes  and  In  the  TED  data  bank  In  the  of fl  cIa I 
languages  of  the  Communi t lea,  the  text  In  the  original 
language  alone  being  authentic. 
7.  The  notices  referred  to  In  paragraph  2  shal I  be 
publlihed  In  full  In  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities  and  In  the  TED  data  bank  In  their  original 
language.  A  sunnary  of  the  Important  elements  of  each 
notice shall  be  published  In  the official  languages  of  the 
Communities,  the  text  In  the  original  language  alone  being 
authentic. 
§..:.  The  Office  for  Official  Publications  of  the  European 
Communities  ahal I  publish  the  notices  not  later  than 
12  days  after  theIr  d lspatch.  In  the  case  of  the 
accelerated  procedure  referred  to  In  Article  12i  this 
period shall  be  reduced  to five  days. 
!·The  notice.!  shall  not  be  published  In  the  _2fflclol 
lournals  or  J..!l  the  p reu  of  the  country  of  the 
contracting  authority  before  the  date  of  dispatch  to  the 
Office  for  Official  Publications  of  the  European 
Cgmmunltltes;  they  ahall  mention  that  date.  They  shol I  not 
contain  lnfonnotlon  other  than  that  publIshed  In  the 
Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities. 
1Q.  The  contracting  authorities  must  be  able  to  supply 
proof  of  the date of  dispatch. 
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11·  The  colt of  publication of  the  notlce1  In  the Official 
Journal  of  the  European  Communltle•  shall  be  borne  by  the 
Communltle1.  The  length  of  the  notice •hall  not  be  greater 
than  one  page  of  the  Journal,~ approximately  650  word1. 
Each  edition of  the  Journal  containing one  or more  notice• 
•hall  reproduce  the  model  notice  or  notice•  on  which  the 
publl1hed notice or notice• are  baled. 
Artlcl.e  10 
1.  In  open  procedure•  the  time  limit  for  the  receipt  of 
tenders~ fixed  by  the  contracting authorltle• shall  not  be 
leas  than  52  day•  from  the  date of  dispatch of  the  notice. 
2.  Provided  they  have  been  reque1ted  In  good  time,  the 
contract  document.  and  1upport lng  document.  mu1t  be  unt 
to  the  1uppller1  by  the  contracting  authorltle•  or 
competent  departments  within !l! day1  of  receiving  their 
app I I  cat I  on • 
3.  Provided  It  has  been  requested  In  good  time,  additional 
Information  relating  to  the  contract  document.  shall  be 
supplied  by  the  contracting authorities not  later  than  alx 
days  before  the  final  dote  fixed  for  receipt  of  tenders. 
4.  Where  the  contract  documents,  supporting  documents  or 
additional  Information  are  too  bulky  to be  supplied within 
the  time  llmlh  laid  down  In  paragraph  2  or  3  or  where 
tenden  can  be  made  only  after  a  vl1lt  to  the  1lte  or 
after  on-the-spot  Inspect Jon  of  the  document.  1upport lng 
the  contract  document•,  the  time  limit  laid  down  In 
paragraph  1  shall  be  extended  accordingly. 
Art Jete  11 
1.  In  restricted  proceduru  and  negotiated  proceduru  .2.! 
described  In  Article  6(2),  the  time  limit  for  receipt  of 
request•  to  participate  fixed  by  the  contracting 
authorltlu  shall  not  be  leu  than  37  day•  from  the  date 
of  dl1patch of  the  notice. 
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2.  The  contracting authorltlea ahall  almultaneoualy and  In 
writing  Invite  the  aelected  cancildatea  to  aubnlt  their 
tenden  or.neqotlate.  The  letter  of  Invitation  ahall  be 
accompanied  by  the  contract  document•  and  aupportlng 
documenh.  It  ahall  Include  at  least  the  .following 
lnformat I  on: 
(a)  where  appropriate,  the  addreaa  of  the  aervlce  fran 
which  the  contract  documents  and  aupportlng  documenta 
can·be  requested  and  the  final  date  for making  such  a 
regueat;  alao  the  qmount  and  terma  of  payment  of  any 
tum  to be  paid  for  auch  documents; 
(b)  the  final  date  for  receipt  of  tenders,  the  address  to 
which  they  muat  be  sent  and  the .language  or  languages 
In  which  they must·  be  drawn  up; 
(c)  a  reference  to  the  contract  notice published; 
(d)  on  Indication  of  any  documenh  to  be  annexed,  elttier 
to  aupport  the  verifiable  statements  furnished  by  the 
candidate  In  accordance  with  Article  9(4),  or  to 
supplement  the  lnfonnatlon  orovlded  for  In  that 
Article  under  the  sane  conditione  as  those  laid  down 
In  Article 22  and  23; 
(e)  the  criteria  for  the  award  of  the  contract  If  these 
are not  given  In  the  notice. 
3.  In  reatrlcted  procedurea,  the  time  I lmlt  for  receipt 
of  tenders  fixed  by  the contracting authorities may  not  be 
I  eaa  than  40  day a  from  the date of  dispatch of  the  wrItten 
Invitation. 
~·  Request•  to  participate  In  procedures  for  the  oward  of 
contrach  may  be  ~  by  letter,  ,!!y  telegram,  telex, 
telefax  or  ,!!y  telephone~ lf  by  one  of  the  loat  four,  they 
mutt  be  confIrmed  by  I  etter  dispatched  before  the  end  of 
the period  !old  down  In  paragraph  1. 
~·  Provided  It  has  beeen  requeated  In  good  time, 
additional  Information  relating  to  the  contract  documents 
must  be  aupplled  by  the  contracting outhorltlea  not  later 
than  alx  doya  before  the  final  date  fixed  for  receipt  of 
tender  a. 
!:..  Where  tenders  can  be  made  .2!l.!.l  after  a  vial t  to  the 
alte  or  after  on-the-spot  Inspection  of  the  documents 
aupportlng  the  contract  documents,  the  t !me  limIt  laid 
down  In  paragraph 3  shall  be  extended  accordingly. 
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Article  12 
1.  In  cases  where  urgency  rendere  lmpract I cable  the  tIme 
limite  laid  down  In  Article  11,  the  contracting 
authorltlea  may  fix  the  following  time  llmlh: 
(a)  a  time  limit  for  the  receipt  of  requeah  to 
participate which  shall  not  be  lese  than  15  daya  from 
the  date of  dispatch of  the notlcei 
(b)  a  time  limit  for  the  receipt  of  tendera  which  shall 
not  be  le11  than  10  daya  from  the  date  of  the 
Invitation  to  tender. 
2.  Provided  It haa  been  requested  In  good  time,  additional 
InformatIon  rei at I ng  to  the  contract  document.  must  be 
. supplied  by  the  contracting authorities not  leu than  four 
daya  before  the  final  date  fixed ·for  the  receipt  of 
tenders. 
3.  Requeata  for part lclpatlon  In  contracts  and  lnvl tatlon,s 
to  tender  must  be  made  by  the  most  rapid  means  of 
communication  possible.  When  requests  to  participate  are 
made  by  telegram,  telex,  telefax  or  telephone,  they  must 
be  confirmed  by  letter dispatched  before  the  expiry of  the 
time  limit  referred  to  In  paragraph  1. 
Article  13 
Contracting authorities may  arrange  for  the publication  In 
the  Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities  of 
not lcea  announcing  public  aupply  contrach  which  are  not 
subject  to  the  publication  regul rement  laid  down  In  thla 
Of rect lve  • 
Article  14 
The  condItIons  for  the  drawl no  up,  t ran ami as I on,  receiD t. 
tranalat ion,  collect ion  and  dlatrlbut ion  of  the  not Ices 
referred  to  In  ArtIcle  9  and  of  the  a tat I at I co I  reports 
provided  for  In  Article  31  as  well  aa  the  nomenclature 
provided  for  In Article 9  and  In  Annexes  II and  IV may  be 
modified  In  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  In 
Article 32(2).  The  conditions  for  referring  In  the  notices 
to  particular  positions  In  the  nomenclature  may  be 
determined pursuant  to  the  same  procedure. 
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TITLE  IV 
Common  rulea on  participation 
Article 15 
1. Contracta 1hall  be  awarded  on  the  baala  of  the criteria 
laid  down  In  Chapter  2  of  thl1 Title,  taking  Into  account 
Article  18,  after  the  aultablllty  of  the  auppllere  not 
excluded  under  Article  20  hoa  been  checked  by  the 
contracting outhorltle•  In  accordance with  the  criteria of 
economic  and  financial  standing  and  of  technical  capacity 
referred  to  In  Article• 22,  23  and  24. 
2.  The  contracting  outhorltlea  shall  respect  fully  the 
confidential  nature  of  any  Information  furnished  by  the 
1uppllera. 
Article  16 
1.  Where  the  criterion  for  the  award  of  the  contract  Ia 
that  of  the  moat  economically  advantageous  tender, 
contracting authorities may  take  account  of  variants which 
ore  submitted  by  a  tenderer  and  meet  the  minimum 
apeclflcotlona  required  by  the contracting authorities. 
The  cont roct I  ng  author It l.es  aha II  a tote  In  the  cont roct 
documents  the  minimum  apeclflcotlona  to  be  respected  by 
the  vorlonta  and  any  specific  requirement•  for  their 
presentation.  They  shall  Indicate  In  the  tender  notice  If 
variants are  not  permitted. 
Contracting authorities may  not  reJect  the  submission  of  a 
variant  on  the  sole grounds  that  It  has  been  drawn  up  with 
technical  specifications  defined  by  reference  to  national 
standards  transposing  European  standards,  to  European 
technical  approvals  or  to  conmon  technical  specifications 
referred  to  In  Art lcle  8(2),  or  again  by  reference  to 
national  technical  specifications  referred  to  In  Article 
8(5){a)  and  (b). 
2.  Cont roct I  ng  author It lea  whIch  have  admIt ted  varIants 
pursuant  to  paragraph  1  may  not  reJect  a  variant  on  the 
sole  grounds  that  It  wou I  d  lead,  If  succeuful,  to  a 
servIce  contract  rather  than  a  pub II c  supp I  y  contract 
within  the meaning  of  this Directive. 
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Article  17 
In  the  cont roct  doc1.111ents,  the  cont roctl ng  authorIty  may 
ask  the  tenderer  to  Indicate  In  hla· tender  any  share  of 
the  contract  he  may  Intend  to  subcontract  to  third 
parties. 
Thla  Indication  ahall  be  without  preJudice  to  the question 
of  the principal  supplier's  liability. 
Article  18 
Tendera  may  be  aumbltted  by  qroupi  of  auppllera.  Theae 
groupa  mgx  not  be  required  to assume  a  apeclflc  legal  form 
In  order  to submit  the  tender;  however,  the~  selected 
may  be  requl red  to  do  ao  when  It  has  been  awarded  the 
contract,  to  the  extent  that  this change  Ia  necessary  for 
the  sat lafactory  performance  of  the  contract. 
Article  19 
1.  In  restricted and  negotiated procedures  the  contracting 
authorltlea  shall,  on  the  basta  of  Information  given 
relating  to  the  supplier's personal  position aa  well  aa  to 
the  Information  and  formalities  necessary  for  the 
evaluat Jon  of  the  mlnlm1.111  condl tiona  of  an  econanlc  and 
technical  nature  to  be  fulfl I led  by  him,  aelect  from 
among  the  candidates  with  the .qualifications  required  by 
Articles 20  to 24  those  whom  they  will  Invite  to  aubmlt  a 
tender or  to negotiate. 
2.  Where  the  contracting  authorities  award  a  contract  by 
restricted procedure,  they  may  prescribe  the  range  within 
which  the  n1.111ber  of  suppliers which  they  Intend  to  Invite 
will  fall;  In  thla  case  the  range  shall  be  Indicated  In 
the  contract  notice.  The  range  ahal I  be  determined  In  the 
light  of  the nature of  the  goods  to  be  supplied.  The  range 
must  number  at  least  five  suppliers  and  may  be  up  to 
twenty. 
In  any  event,  the  number  of  candidates  Invited  to  tender 
shall  be  sufficient  to ensure  genuine  competition. 
3.  Where  the  contracting  authorities  award  a  contract  by 
negotiated  procedure  as  referred  to  In  Article  6(2),  the 
number  of  candidates admitted  to negotiate may  not  be  less 
than  three  provided  that  there  Is  a  sufficient  number  of 
suitable candidates. 
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~ Each  Member  State  ehall  ensure  that  contracting 
authorltlu  luue  liwltatlons  without  discrimination  to 
thoee  ncitlonalt  of  other  ~ber Statu  who  satllify  the 
neceuary  requ I rementa  and  under"  the  tome  condItIone as to 
Itt~  notional!• 
Chapter  1 
Crlhrta for qualitative selectiOn 
Article 20 
1.  Any  tuppller may  be  excluded  from  participation  In  the 
. contract who: 
(a)  It  bankrupt  or  Is  t>eln·g  wound  up,  whoee  offal rt  are 
being  admlnlttered  by  the  court,  who  hae  entered  Into 
an  arrangement  with  creditors,  who  has  suspended 
butlnuli  actlvltlea  or  who  Is  In  any  ·analogous 
eltuotlon  arl1lng  from  o  similar  procedure  under 
notional  lows  and  regulations: 
(b)  It  the  eubject  of  proceedings  for  a  declaration  of 
bankruptcy,  for  on  order  for  compulsory  winding  up  or 
admlnletratlon  by  the court  or  fo·r  an  arrangementwlth 
credltore  or  of  any  other  similar  proceeding•  under 
national  lowt  and  regulation•: 
(c)  ·hali  been  convicted  of  on  offence  concerning  hit 
profeulonal  conduct  by  a  judgment  wh"lch  hoe  the 
force  of  res  Judicata: 
(d)  hoe  been  guilty  of  grove  professional  mleconduct 
proven  by  any  mean•  which  the  contracting  authorities 
can  Justify; 
(e)  haa  not  fulfilled  obllgatlont  relating  to  the  payment. 
of  toclol  eecurl ty  contr I  but I one  In  accordance.  with 
the  .!.!ggl  provltlons  of  the  country  In  which  he  Is 
estobllahed  or  wl th . those  of  the  country  of  the 
contracting authority; 
(f)" has  not  fu I filled  ob II got I one  reI at I  ng  to  the  payment 
of  toxu  In  accordance  with  the .!!ill provlelons  of 
the country  In  which  he  11  estobllehed or  thoee  of.the 
country of  the controctlng·outhorlty; 
(g)  It  guilty  of  8erlou1  mlerepresentotlon  In  eupplylng 
the  Information  required  under  thle  Chapter. 
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2.  Where  the  contracting  authority  requires  of  the 
supplier proof  that  none  of  the  cases  quoted  In  (a),  (b), 
(c),  (e)  or  (f)  of  paragraph  1  apptlu  to  him,  It  ehall 
accept  as  sufficient  evidence: 
-for points  (a),  (b)  or  (c),  the production  of  an  extract 
fran  the  'judicial  record!  or,  fat I lng  this,  of  an 
equivalent  document  luued  by  a  canpetent  judicial  or 
administrative authority  In  the  country  of  origin  or  In 
the  country  whence  that  person  canes  showing  that  these 
requirements  have  been  met; 
for  pointe  (e)  or  (f),  a  certificate  luued  by  the 
ccmpetent  ·authority  In  the  Member  State  concerned. 
3. ·Where  the  country  In  question  does  not  Issue  the 
documents  or  certificates  referred  to  In  paragraph  2  or 
where  these  do  not  cover  all  the  cases  quoted  In  (a),  (b) 
or  (c)  of  paragraph  1,  they  may  be  replaced  by  a 
declaration  on  oath or,  In  Member  States where  there  Ia  no 
provision  for  declarations  on  oath,  by  a  solemn 
declarat ton  made  by  the  person  concerned  before  a 
ccmpetent  judicial  or  administrative  authority,  a  notary 
or  ~ ccmpetent  professional  or  trade  body,  In  the  country 
of  origin  or  In  the  country  whence  that  person  canes. 
4.  Member  States  ahal I  designate  tho  authorities  and 
bodies  ccmpetent  to  Issue  the  documents,  certificates  or 
declarations  referred  to  In  paragraphs  2  and  3  and  shall 
forthWIth  Inform  the  other  Member  Statu  and  the 
Ccmmlsalon  thereof. 
Article 21 
.1.:.  Any  suppl fer  wishing  to  take  part  In  a  public  supply 
contract  may  be  requested  to  prove  hla  enrolment~ 
prescribed  In  hla  country  of  establishment,  In  one  of  the 
profeaalonal  or  trade  registers  or  to  provide  a 
declaration  on  oath  or  certificate  as  described  In 
paragraph  2  below. 
2.  The  relevant  professional  and  trade  registers  or 
declarations or certificates are: 
In  Belgium~  ~reglatre du  ccmmerce/Handelareglster~; 
In  Denmark~  ~Aktleselskaba-Reglatret~.  ~Forenlnga­
Reglatret~ and  ~Handelareglatret" 
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~  ~'  ·~  ~'  ~  BIO~CX~IM6 1  BIO~DXaV\MO 1 
E~~opLM6  Ent~cAnTne•o•, 
- !.!!.  Spain:  •Jtegiatro Oficial  ~  Contratiatae ~ 
Hiniaterio ~  Industria~ Energia•; 
•regiatre  du  commerce•  and  •E'pertoire  des 
metiers•; 
- in  Italy1  •reqietro della  cramer&  di  commercia, 
industria,  agricoltura  e  artiqianato•,  ~  •re~iatro delle 
commia•ioni  provinciali  per  l•artiqianato•; 
in  Luxera.bo1.1rg  =  •  ~:egiatre  aux  firmee•  and  •rO.le  de  la 
cha~bre dee  m4tiera•; 
in  the  Netherland&:  •  Handelereqiater•; 
- in  Portuvall  •  Regiato  Hacional  daa  Peeaoaa  Coleotivae". 
- in tbe  United  Kioqdom  and  Ireland,  the  eupplier may  be 
requested  ~  provide  ~ certificate  from  the  Registrar ~ 
Companiea  ~  the  Registrar ~  Friendly  Societies  that  he 
ie certified  aa  incorporated or regietered  or,  if he  ie 
not  •o  certified,  ~ certificate etatinq ~  ~  pereon 
concerned ~  ~  2.!!. ~  !.h.!.!  h!.  .f.!  engaged  l!!. lli 
profeaeion  in queetion  in  the  country  in  which  he  ie 
eetabliehed ~  a  specific place  under  a  given ~ 
~  and  und8r  a  specific tradin9  name. 
Article  22 
1.  Proof  of  the  e'upplier' e  t: inancial  and  economic  a tanding 
may,  ae  a  9eneral  rule,  be  furnished  by  one  or  more  of  the 
follo~ing referencee: 
(a)  appropriate  atatementa  from  bankere; 
(b)  the  presentation of  the  eupplier'! balance-aheete 
or extracts  f.l'o:m  the  balance-~, :!!!.!..!..!. 
publication ~  the  ~-!..!!.!.!.! !.!.  required 
under  the  law  ~  !!!..!.  country !1!  which  the 
supplier ~  eetabliahed  ; 
(CI  a  atat.ement  of  the  supplier•! overall  turnover 
and  ite  turnover  in  reepect  of  the  producte  to 
which  the  contract  relatea  for  the  three  previoua 
financial  years. 
2.  The  contracting  authorities  e~all  epecify in the  notice 
or  in  the  invitation to tender  which  reference  or 
reference•  they  have  choeen  and  which  referencee  other 
than  those  mentioned  under  paragraph  1  are  to  be  produced. 
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3.  If,  for  any  valid  reason,  the  supplier  Ia  unable  to 
p rovl de  the  references  requuted  by  the  contractIng 
authority,  he  may  prove  hla  economic  and  financial 
standing  by  any  other  document  which  the  contracting 
authority considers appropriate. 
Article 23 
1.  Proof  of  the  supplier'•  technical  capacity  may  be 
furnished  by  one  or more  of  the  following  means  according 
to  the  nature,  quantity  and  purpose  of  the  products  to  be 
supplied: 
(a)  a  list  of  the  principal  deliveries  effected  In  the 
past  three years,  with  the  sums,  dates and  recipients, 
public or private,  Involved: 
-where effected to public authorities,  evidence  to be 
In  the  form  of  certificates  Issued  or  countersigned 
by  the  competent  authority; 
-where effected  to private purchasers,  delivery  to  be 
certified  by  the  purchaser  or,  falling  this,  simply 
declared  by  the  supplier  to have  been  effectad; 
(b)  a  description  of  the  supplier's  technical  facilities, 
Ita  measures  for  ensuring  quality  and  Ita  study  and 
research facilities: 
(c)  Indication  of  the  technicians  or  technical  bodies 
Involved,  whether  or  not  belonging  dl rect ly  to  the 
supplier,  especially  those  ruponslble  for  quality 
control: 
(d) 
(e) 
samples,  · descrlpt I  on·  and/or  photographs  of  the 
products  to  be  aupp II ed,  the  authentIcIty  of  which 
must  be  certified  If  the  contracting  authorIty  so 
requests; 
certificates  drawn  up  by  off lela I  quality  cont ro I 
I  nat I tutes  or  ogene lea  of  recognIzed  campetence 
attesting  conformity  to  certain  specifications  or 
standards of  products clearly  Identified by  references 
to specifications or standards: 
77/62/EEC 
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(f)  where  the  products  to  be  supplied  are  complex  or, 
except tonally,  are  requl red  for  a  special  purpose,  a 
check  carried out  by  the  contracting authorltea  or  on 
their  behalf  by  a  competent  offlcat  body  of  the 
country  In  which  the  supplier  Ia  eatabllehed,  aubject 
to  that  body's agreement,  on  the production capacities 
of  the  supplier  and  If  nece11ary  on  hl_a  study  and 
research  fac"llltlea  and  quality  control  measures. 
2.  The  cent roct I ng  authorIty  aha II  ape~  lfy,  In  the  notIce 
or  In  the  Invitation  to  tender,  which  references !1 wlahea 
to  receive. 
3.  The  extent  of  the  lnformat I on  rete rred ·to  In  ArtIcle 22 
and  In  paragraph_!  1  and 2 of  this Article must 'be  confined· 
to  the  subject  of  the  contract1  contracting  authority 
shall  take  Into  consideration  the  legitimate  Interests  of 
the supplier_! aa  regards ·the pro,hctlon of  thel! technlc_al 
or  trade secreta. 
Article 24 
Within  the  llmlta  of  Articles  20  to  23  the  contracting 
authority  may  Invite  the  suppliers  to  supplement  the 
certificates and  documents  submitted or  to clarify them. 
Art lcle 25 
1.  Member  States  who  have  official  lists  of  recognized 
suppliers must  adapt  them  to  the provisions  of  polnh  (a) 
to (d)  and  (g)  of Article 20(1)  and  of Articles 21,  22  and 
23. 
2.  Suppliers  registered  In  the  official  lists  may,  for 
each  contract,  submit· to  the  contrac'tlng  ciuttiorlty  a 
certificate  of  reolatratlon  Jaaued  by  the  canj)ehnt 
authority.  This  certificate  shall  atoh  the  references 
which  enabled  them  to  be  registered-In  the  list  and  the 
classification given  In  that  list. 
3;  Certified  registration  In  official  !lata  of  suppliers 
by  the  competent  bodies  'shall,  for  the  contracting 
author It lea  of  other  Member  States,  con at I tute  a 
preaunptlon  of  iultoblllty  corresponding  to  the  suppliers 
classification  only  as  regards  points  (a)  to  (d)· and  (g) 
of  Article  20(1),  Article  21,  points  (b)  and  (c)  of 
Article 22(1)  and  point  (a)  of Article 23(1). 
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lnfonnatlon  which  can  be  deduced  from  real1tratlon  In 
official  ll1t1 may  not  be  que1tloned.  However,  with  regard 
to  the  payment  of  1oclal  1ecurlty  contributions,  an 
additional  certificate may  be  required  of  any  registered 
auppller1 whenever  a  contract  Ia  offered. 
The  contracting  authorities  of  other  Member  State•  shall 
apply  the first  and  second  subparagraphs  only  In  favour  of 
suppliers  established  In  the  Member  State  holding  the 
official  list. 
4.  f'or  the  realetratlon  of  1uppller1  of  other  Member 
State•  In  an  official  list,  no  further proof  or statements 
can  be  requl red  other  than  those  requested  of  nat I  on a I 
aupp II ere  and,  In  any  event,  only  those  provIded  for 
under  Articles 20  to 23. 
5.  Member  States  holding  an  official  list  shall 
communicate  to other Member  States  the  address  of  the  body 
to which  requests  for  registration may  be  mode. 
Chapter  2 
Criteria for  the award  of  contract• 
Article 26 
1.  The  criteria  on  which  the  contracting  authority  shall 
base  the  award  of  contract• ehall  be: 
(a)  either the  lowest  price only; 
(b)  or,  when  the  award  I•  made  to  the  moat  economically 
advantageoue  tender,  various criteria according  to  the 
contract  In  queetlon:  e.g.  price,  delivery  date, 
running  cost•,  co•t-effectlvene1a,  quality,  aesthetic 
and  functional  characteristics,.  technical  merit, 
after-sale• eervlce and  technical  aaal1tance. 
2.  In  the  case  referred  to  In  point  (b)  of  paragraph  1, 
the  contracting  authority  ehal I  1tate  In  the  contract 
document•  or  In  the  contract  notice all  the  criteria  they 
Intend  to apply  to  the  award~ where  poaelble  In  de1cendlng 
order of  Importance. 
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Article 27 
If,  for  a  given  contract,  tenders  appear  to  be  abnonnally 
low  In  relation  to  the  goods  to  be  supplied,  the 
contract lng  authorIty  aha II,  before  It  may  reJect  those 
tenden,  request  In  wrIt Ina  deta II a  of  the  con at I tuent 
elements  of  the  tender  which  It  consider.  relevant  and 
shoJI  verify  those  constituent  elements  taking  account  of 
the explanations  received. 
The  contracting  authority  may  toke  Into  consideration 
explanation•  which  are  Justified  on  obJective  grounds 
Including  the  financial  aspects  of  the  1upply  of  the 
product•.  or  the  technical  solutions  chosen,  or  the 
exceptionally  favourable  conditions  available  to  the 
tenderer  for  the  supply  of  the  goods,  or  the  originality 
of  the  supplies proposed  by  the  tenderer. 
If  the  document•  relating  to  the  contract  provide  for  Ita 
award  at  the  lowe1t  price  tendered,  the  contracting 
authority mu1t  communicate  to the Commission  the  reJection 
of  tenders  which  It  considers  to  be  too  low. 
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TITLE  V 
Final  provlalona 
Article 28 
For  the  purposes  of  the  award  of  public  contracta  by  the 
contracting  autnorltlea  referred  to  In  Annex  I.  and,  to 
the  extent  that  rectifications,  modifications  or 
amendmenta  have  been  made  thereto,  by. their  successor 
authorities,  Member  Statea  ahall  apply  In  their  relatione 
conditione  aa  favourable  aa  those  which  they  grant  to 
third  countrlea  In  ·lmplementotlon  of  the  GAIT  Agreement, 
In  particular  those  In  Articles  V  and  VI  of  that 
Agreement,  on  the  aelectlve  procedure,  Information  and 
review.  The  Member  States  ahall  to  thla  end  consult  each 
other  within  the  Advisory  Committee  for  Public  Contracts 
on  the measures  to be  taken  pursuant.to  the Agreement. 
Article 29 
1.  The  Commlaslon  ahall  examine  the  application  of  thla 
Directive  In  consultation  with  the  Advisory  Committee 
for Public Contracts and  where  appropriate  ahall  submit 
new  proposal•  to  the Council  with  the  aim  In  particular 
of  harmonizing  the  measures  taken  by  the  Member  States 
for  the  Implementation  of  thla Directive. 
2.  The  Commission  ahall  review  this  Directive  and  any  new 
measure•  which  may  be  adopted  by  virtue of  paragraph  1, 
having  regard  to  the  reaults  of  the  further 
negotlatlona provided  for  In  Article  IX  (6)  of  the  GATT 
Agreement  and  ahall,  If  neceasary,· submit  appropriate 
proposals  to  the  Council. 
3.  The  Commission  shall  update  Annex  I  on  the  basis of  any 
rectlflcatlona, modifications or amendment•  referred  to 
In  Article  28  and  shal I  have  the  updated  version 
publlahed  In  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
CommunI t I  es. 
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Article 30 
The  calculation of  time  limits  shol f·  be  mode  In  accordance 
with  Council  Regulation  (EEC,  Euratom)  No  1182/71(1), 
Article 31 
1.  In  order  to  permit  aneument  of  the  results  of 
applying  this  Dl reet lve,  t.4ember  States  shall  forward  to 
the  Commlnlon  a  stat let leal  report  re lot lve  to  .!!!22b: 
contract  awards: 
(a)  not  later  than  31  October  of  each  year  for  the 
preceding  year  In  respect  of  the  contract lng 
authorities  listed  In  Annex  I  ; 
(b)  not  later  than  31  October  1991  and  for  the  Hellenic 
Republ lc,  the  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the  Portuguese 
Republic  31  October  1995  and  thereafter  31  October  of 
each  second  year  for  the  preceding  year  In  respect  of 
the  other  contracting  authorities  within  the  meaning 
of Article  1. 
2.  The  statistical  report  shall  detail  at  least: 
{a)  the  n~n~ber  and  value  of  contracts  award_ed  by  each 
contractln~ authority  above  the  threshold  and,  In  the 
case of  contracting authorities mentioned  In  Annex  I  , 
the value  below  the  threshold; 
(b)  the  n~n~ber  and  value  of  contracts  awarded  by  each 
contracting  authority  above  the  threshold,  subdivided 
by  procedure,  product  and  the  national lty  of  the 
supplier  to whom  the  contract  has  been  awarded,  ond  In 
the  case  of  negotiated  procedures,  subdivided  In 
accordance  with  Article  6,  listing  the  n~n~ber  and 
value  of  the  contracts  awarded  to  each  Member  State 
and  to third countries,  and  In  the  ease  of  contracting 
authorities  referred  to  In  Annex  I.  the  n~n~ber  and 
va I  ue  of  the  eont racts  awarded  to  each  signatory  to 
the  GATT  Agreement. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 124,  8.6.1971,  p.  1. 
77/62/EEC 
Article  28 
(adopted) 
88/295/EEC 
Art! c I e  29 
(adopted) -43-
3.  The  Commission  ahall  determine  In  accordance  with  the 
procedure  laid  down  In  Article  32  (2)  the  nature  of  any 
additional  atatlatlcal  Information,  which  11  required  In 
accordance with  thl1 Directive 
Article 32 
1.  The  Commlsalon  shol I  be  assisted  by  the  Advisory 
Committee  for  Public  Contracts  set  up  by  Decision 
71/306/EEC. 
2.  Where  reference  Is  mode  to  the  procedure  laid  down  In 
this paragraph,  the  representative of  the Commission  shol I 
submit  to  the  Committee  a  draft  of  the  measures  to  be 
token.  The  Committee  shall  deliver  Its  opinion  on  the 
draft  within  a  time  limit  which  the  chairman  may  loy  down 
occordlna  to  the  urgency  of  the  matter,  If  necessary  by 
taking a  vote. 
The  opinion  shall  be  recorded  In  the minutes;  In  addition, 
each  Member  State shall  hove  the  right ·to  ask  to  have  I h 
position  recorded  In  the minutes. 
The  Commission  shal I  toke  ·the  utmost  account  of  the 
opinion  delivered  by  the  Committee.  It  shall  Inform  the 
Committee  of  the  manner  In  which  Its  opinion  has  been 
token  Into account. 
3.  The  Committee  mentioned  In  paragraph  1  shall  examine, 
on  the  Initiative of  the Commission  or at  the  request  of  a 
Member  State,  any  question  relating  to  the  application  of 
this Directive. 
Article 33 
Directive  77/62/EEc(1)  Is  hereby  repealed,  wl thout 
preJudice  to  the  obligation  of  the  Member  States 
concerning  the  deadlines  for  transposition  Into  notional 
law  and  for  application  Indicated  In  Annex  V. 
References  to  the  repealed  Dl rect lves  shall  be  construed 
as  reference  to  this  Directive  and  should  be  read  In 
accordance  with  the  correlation  tabl~ set out  In  Annex  VI. 
(1)  Including  the provlalona.whlch amended  thla Directive, 
namely: 
-Directive 80/767/EEC  (OJ  No  L 215,  18.8.1980,  p.  1.) 
-Directive 88/295/EEC  (OJ  No  L 127,  20.5.1988,  p.  1.) 
-Article 35(1)  of  Directive 90/531/EEC  (OJ  No  L 297r 
29.10.1990,  p.  1) 
\ 
-Article  42(1)  of  Directive  92/50/EEC  (OJ  No  L  209, 
24. 7. 1992 •  p .  1  ) • 
88/295/EEC 
( odop ted) 
'77/62/EEC 
Articles 30 
·(adopted) 
80/767/EEC 
Art lcles 9 
(adopted) 
88/295/EEC 
;Articles 20 
(adopted) 
and  31 
and  10 
and  21 -44-
Article 34 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  Into  force  the  Iowa, 
regulations  and  administrative  provisions  necessary  to 
comply  with  thl1 Directive  before  ••••••.••.  They  shall 
Immediately  lnfonn  the Commission  thereof. 
When  Member  States  adopt  these  provisions,  these  shal I 
contain  a  reference  to  thll  Directive  or  ahal I  be 
. accompan led  by  such  refe renee  at  the  tIme  of  theIr 
official  publication.  The  procedure  for  such  reference 
shall  be  adopted  by  Member  States. 
2.  Member  States  shall  communicate  to  the  Commlulon  the 
texta of  the main  provisions of  national  low  which  they 
adopt  to comply  with  thla Directive. 
Article 35 
Thla  Directive  Ia  addressed  to  the  Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels, 
For  the Counc II 
The  President - 45  -
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ANNEX  I  80/767/CEE 
LIST  OF  CONTRACTING  AUTHORITIES  SUBJECT  TO  THE 
A.  - L'Etot,  exception  faits pour  Iss 
marches  passes  dans  Is  cadre  de 
cooperation  ou  developpement  qui,  en 
vertu d'accords  internet ionaux 
conclus  avec  des  pays  tiers et  se 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
rapportant  ~  Ia  passatlon  de  marches,  I 
sont  aoumls  ~ d'autres dispositions, 
Incompatibles  avec  Iss dispositions 
du  present  arr6te:(1) 
Ia  Regie  des  Postes(2); 
Ia  Regie  des  Batiments; 
Is Fonda  des  Routes; 
B.- Le  Fonds  general  des  aatlments 
scolaires de  I'Etat; 
- Le  Fonds  de  Construction 
d'Instltutions  hospltall~res et 
medlco-socialss; 
-La Societe nationals  terrlenne; 
L'Offlce  national  de  Securlte Socials; 
L'lnstltut national  d'Assurancss 
aoclales pour  Travail leurs 
I  ndependan h; 
L'Instltut  national  d'Assurance 
Waladle-Inval ldlte; 
L'lnstltut  national  de  Credit 
ogricole; 
- L'Offlce  national  des  Pensions; 
- L'Office central  de  Credit 
hypothecalrs; 
- L'Office  national  du  Ducroire; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BELGII.J.l 
De  Staat met  uitzondsrlng  von  de 
opdrachten  inzake  ontwlkkel ingssomenwerking 
die  krachtens  internationale  overeenkomsten 
met,  derde  Ianden  inzake  het  plaotsen  von 
opdrochten  andere  bepal ingen  behelzen  die 
niet  verenigboar  zljn met  de  bepol ingen 
van  dit  besluit  :(1) 
de  Regie  der Posterijen;(2) 
de  Regie  der Gebouwen; 
het  Wegenfonds. 
Het  Algemeen  Gebouwenfonds  voor  de 
Rijksscholen; 
het  Fonds  voor  de  Bouw  von  Ziekenhuizen 
en  medisch-socials  inrichtingen; 
de  Nationals Landmaatschoppij; 
de  Rljksdienst  voor  Soclale.Zekerheid; 
het  Rljksinstltuut  voor  de  Sociole 
Verzekerlngen  der  Zelfstandlgen; 
het  Rljkslnstltuut  voor  Ziekte- en 
lnval lditeltsverzekerlng; 
het  Natlonoal  lnstltuut  voor  londbouwkrediet; 
de  Rijksdlenst  voor  Pensioenen 
het  Centraal  Bureau  voor  hypothecoir  Krediet; 
de  Nationals Delcrederedienst; 
(1)  Non-warlike materials  contained  in  Annex  II 
(2)  Postal  business  only -La Caleee auxlllalre d'Aeeuranee 
Moladle-Jnvalldlt': 
- Le  Fonds  dee  Maladies profeeelonnelleel 
-La Caleee  notlonale  de  Cr,dlt  I 
profeealonnel; 
- L'Offlee national  dee  O'boueh'e 
agrleolee et  hortleoles; 
- L'Offlee national  du  Lalt  et  de  sea 
O'rlv,a; 
- L'Offlee  national  de  I'Emplol; 
-·R,gle des Voles  a'rlennes. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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de  Hulpkas  voor  Zlekte- en 
lnvalldlteltsverzekerlng; 
het  Fonds  voor  de  Beroepsziekten; 
de  Nationals Kas  voor  Beroepskredlet; 
de  Nationals Dienst  voor  Afzet  van 
Land- en  Tulnbouwprodukten; 
de  Nationals Zulveldlenst; 
de  Rljksdlenst  voor  Arbeldsvoorziening; 
de  Regie  der  Luehtwegen. 1.  Statemlnlsterlet 
2.  Arbejdsmlnlaterlet 
3.  Uden r lgsml n later I  et 
(tre departementer) 
4.  Boll'1!11nlsterlet 
5.  Energlmlnlaterlet 
6.  Flnonemlnlaterlet 
(to departementer) 
7.  Mlnlsterlet  for 
Skatter og  Afglfter 
(to departementer) 
8.  Flskerlmlnlsterlet 
9.  lnduatrlmlnlsterlet 
(Fulde  navn: 
lollnlaterlet  for 
lndustrl,  Handel, 
H~ndverk og  Skiba-
fort) 
10.  lndenrlgsmlnlsterlet 
11.  Justltsmlnlaterlet 
12 .. I< I rkemlnlsterlet 
13.  Londbrugsmlnlsterlet 
14.  Mllj~lnlaterlet 
15.  l<ultur- og 
l<ommunlkatlona-
mlnlsterlet(1) 
16.  Soclalmlnlaterlet 
17.  Undervlanlngs-
mlnlsterlet 
- 4_8 
to  departementer 
- fem  dlrektorater  og  lnatltutloner 
- fem  dlrektorater  and  lnstltutioner 
- 't dlrektorat  ag  Fors-gsanleg  Ris-; 
-fire dlrektorater  og  lnstltutioner 
inklusive Direktoratet  for  Statens 
lndk-b 
- fem  andre  lns.tltutioner 
- fem  dlrektorater  og  instltutioner 
-fire lnstitutloner 
- 9  dlrektorater  og  lnstltutloner 
- Clvllforsvarsatyrelsen 
- 't dlrektorot 
- Rlgspolltlchefen 
fem  andre  direktorater  og 
I  nst I tutl  oner 
19  direktorater  og  lnstitutloner 
- fem  direktorater 
- tre dlrektoroter  og  adskiilige 
statsejede museer  og  h-jere 
uddannelsealnatitutloner 
-fire direktoroter 
- seks  direktoroter 
- 12  universiteter og  andre  h~jere 
lereonatal ter 
(1)  With  the  exception  of  Telecarmunlcations  services of  the  "Post- og  TelegrafVlllsenet" 18.  ~konomlmlnlaterlet 
(tre departementer) 
19.  ~lnlaterlet for 
Offent llge 
Arbejder  (1) 
20.  Foravaremlnlaterlet(2) 
21.  Sundhedemlnlaterlet 
- 49  -
- Statshavne  og  statalufthavne 
-fire dlrektorater  og  adakl I I lge 
lnstltutloner 
-adak! II  lge  lnatltutloner  lnkluslve 
Statena Serumlnstitut  og 
Rlgshospltalet. 
(1)  With  the  exception  of  the  "Oanake  Statabaner" 
(2)  Non-warlike materials contained  In  Annexe  II 
.  ! - 50  -
FEDERAL  REPI.el IC  OF  GERt.Wfl' 
1.  Au.w~rtlges Amt 
2.  Bundeamlnlaterlum  fOr  Arbelt  und  Sozlalordnung 
3.  Bundeamlnlaterlum  fOr  Blldung  und  Wisaenachaft 
4.  Bundeemlnlaterlum  fOr  Ern~hrung,  Landwlrtachaft  und  Forsten 
5.  Bunde am 1  n later I  um  der  F I  nan:ren 
6.  Bundeamlniaterium  fOr  Forschung  und  Technologie 
7.  Bundeemlnlsterlum  des  lnneren  (nur  zivl lea  ~aterial) 
8.  Bundesminlsterlum  fOr  Gesundheit 
9.  Bundeamlnlaterlum  fOr  Frauen  und  Jugend 
10.  Bundesmlnlaterlum  fOr  Faml lie und  Senloren 
11.  Bundesministerlum der  Justiz 
12.  Bundesminlsterlum  fOr  Raumordnung,  Bauwesen  und  St~dtebau 
13.  Bundesmlnlsterlum  fOr  Post- und  Telekommunikatlon  (1) 
14.  Bundeamlnlsterlum  fOr  Wlrtschaft 
15.  Bundeemlnlsterlum  fOr  wlrtschaftliche Zusammenarbelt 
16.  Bundesmlnlaterlum der Verteldlgung  (2) 
17.  Bundesmlnlaterlum  fOr  Umwelt,  Naturschutz  und  Reaktorslcherheit 
Note:  According  to existing national  obligations,  the  entities contained  in  this  list must,  in 
confonnlty with  apeclal  procedures,  award  contracts  to certain  groups  in  order  to  remove 
difficulties caused  by  the  last war. 
(1)  With  the  exception  of  telecommunications  equipment 
(2)  Non-warlike materials  contained  In  Annexe  II - 51 
1.  Ualn  purchaalng entltlea 
A.  General  budget 
- Premier mlnlatre; 
- Wlnlat~re d'Etat,  mlnlat~re de  l'iductlon natlonale de  Ia  jeunesse et  des  sports; 
- Wlnlat~re d'Etat,  mlnlat~re de  l'iconomle,  dea  flnancea  et  du  budget; 
- Wlnlaf're d'Etat,  mlnlaUre de  l'iqulpement,  du  logement,  des  transports et·de  Ia  mer;· 
- Wlnlat~re d'Etat,  mlnlat~re dea  affalres  itrang~res; 
- Wlnlat~re de  Ia  justice; 
- Wlnlat~re de  Ia  difenae(1}; 
- Wlnlat~re de  l'lntirleur et  de  Ia  centralisation; 
- Wlnlat~re de  l'lnduatrle et  de  l'aminagement  du  territolre; 
- Wlnlat~re dee  affalrea europiennea; 
- Wlnlat~re d'Etat,  mlnlat~re de  Ia  fonctlon  publlque et  dee  riformea  admlnlstratives; 
- Wlnlat~re du  travail,  de  l'emplol  et  de  Ia  formation  professionnel le; 
- Wlnlat~re de  Ia  coopiratlon et  du  diveloppement; 
- Wlnlat~re de  Ia  culture,  de  Ia  communication,  dea  grands  tr.avaux,  du  Blcentenair.e;. 
- WIn I aU re  dee  dipartementa et . ter.rl to I rea  d 'outre-mer; 
- Wlnlet~re de  l'agrlculture et  de  Ia  for8t; 
- Wlnlat~re  dee  poatea,  dee  tilicommunlcatlone  et  de  l'espace(2); 
- Wlnlat~re chargi des  relatione avec  le  Parlement; 
- Wlnlat~re de  Ia  aolldarlti,  de  Ia  aanti et  de  Ia  protection  sociale; 
- Wlnlat~re de  Ia  recherche  et  de  Ia  technologle; 
- Wlnlat~re du  commerce  extirleur; 
- Wlnlat•re diligui  aupr~e du  mlnlst•re d'Etat,  mlnlst~re de  l'iconomle,  des  finances  et  du 
budget,  chargi du  budget; 
- Wlnlat~re diligui  aupr~a du  mlnlat~re d'Etat,  mlnlst•re des  affairea  itrong~res,  chargi de 
to  froncophonle; 
- Wlnlat~re diligui  oupr~a du  mlnlst~re d'Etat,  mlnlst~re des  offal res  itrang~res; 
-Win IaUre diligui ouprh  du  mlnlst~re de  l'lndustrle et  de  l'aminagement  du  terri toi.re, 
chargi  de  l'aminogement  du  territoire et  des  reconversions; 
- Wlniat•re diligui oupr•s  du  minlst~re de  l'industrie et  de  l'am6nogement  du  territoire, 
chorgi du  commerce  et  de  l'ortlsonat; 
(1}  Non-warlike materials contained  in  Annex  II 
(2)  Postal  business  only 52  -
- ~lnlst~re dflfguf  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re de  I 'lndustrie et  de  l'om6nagement  du  territoire, 
chargf du  tourlsme; 
- ~lnlst~re dflfguf  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re de  l'fquipement,  du  logement,  des  transports  et  de  lo 
mer,  chargf de  Ia  mer; 
- ~lnlst~re dfl6guf  aupr~a du  mlnlst~re de  Ia  culture,  de  Ia  communication,  des  grands 
travaux,  du  Blcentenalre,  chargf de  Ia  communication; 
- ~lnlst~re dflfguf  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re de  Ia  solldarltf,  de  Ia  santf et  de  Ia  protection 
soclale,  chargf des  personnes  agfes; 
Secrftarlat  d'Etat  chorgf des  drolts des  femmes; 
Secrftarlat  d'Etat  chargf des  anciens combattants et  des  vlctlmea  de  guerre; 
Secrftarlat d'Etat  chargf de  Ia  prfventlon  des  rlsques  technologlques  et  naturals majeurs; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  Premier mlnlstre,  chargf du  plan; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  Premier mlnlstre,  chargf de  l'envlronnement; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  Premier mlnlstre; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  Premier mlnlstre,  chargf de  l'actlon  humonitalre; 
Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re d'Etat,  minlst~re de  l'fducation  nationale  de  Ia 
jeunesse et  des  sports,  chargf de  I 'enseignement  technique; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~a du  mlnlst~re d'Etat,  minlst~re de  i'fducatlon  nationale  de  Ia 
je~nease et  des  sporta,  chargf de  Ia  jeunesse et  des  sports; 
Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~t du  mlnlst~re d'Etat,  mlnlst~re de  I 'fconomle,  des  finances  ot  du 
budget,  chargf de  Ia  consommatlon; 
Secrftarlat  d'Etat  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re des  affalres  ftrang~rea,  charg6  des  relati.o.ns  . 
culturelles  lnternatlonales; 
Secrftarlat  d'Etat  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re de  l'lntfrleur,  charg6  des  col lectivit6s 
terrltorlales; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  auprh du  minisUre de  l'fquipement,  du  l.ogement,  des  transports et  de  lo 
mer,  chargf des  transport•  routlers et  fluvlaux; 
- Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  minlst~re du  traval I,  de  l'emplol  et  de  Ia  formation 
profesalonnelle,  chargf de  Ia  formation  profesalonnelle; 
Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re de  lo  culture,  de  Ia  comm~nlcatlon,  des  grands 
travaux,  et  du  Blcentenalre,  chargf des  grands  travaux; 
- Secrftariat d'Etat  aupr~s du  mlnist~re de  Ia  sol ldaritf,  de  Ia  santf et  de  Ia  protection 
sociale,  chargf  de  Ia  fomll le; 
Secrftarlat d'Etat  aupr~s du  mlnlst~re de  Ia  sol idarit6,  de  Ia  sant6 et  de  Ia  pro~ection 
soclale,  chargf des  handlcapfs et  des  accldentfs  de  Ia  vie. - 53  -
B.  Budget  Annex 
In  part lcular: 
lmprlmerle  Natlonale; 
C.  Special  Treasury  accounts 
In  particular: 
Fonda  foreatler national; 
- Soutlen  financier  de  l'lndustrle cln6matographlque  et  de  I 'industrie  des  programmes 
audlo-vlauels; 
- Fonds  national  d'aminagement  foncler  et  d'urbanlsme; 
Caisse  autonome  de  Ia  reconstruction. 
2.  National  administrative public bodies 
- Acad6mle  de  France  d  Rome; 
- Acad6mle  de  marine; 
- Acad6mle  des  sciences  d'Outre-Mer; 
- Agence  centrale  des  organismes  de  sicurlti soclale  (A.C.O.S.S.); 
- Agences  financl~res de  bassins; 
- Agence  nat lonale  pour  I 'ami! I  oration  des  conditions  de  t rava i I  (A.N.A.C.T.); 
- Agence  nat I  ona le  pour  I 'ami! I  oratIon  de  I 'habitat  (A.N.A.H.); 
- Agence  natlonale pour  l'emplol  (A.N.P  .. E.); 
- Agence  natlonale pour  l'lndemnlsation  des  franoais  d 'Outre-Mer  (A. N.  I . F. 0. M.) ; 
- Assemblie  permanente  des  chambres  d'agrlculture  (A.P.C.A.); 
- Blblloth~que natlonale; 
- Biblioth~que natlonale et  unlversltalre de  Strasbourg; 
Bureau  d'itudes des  postea et  tilicommunlcatlons  d'Outre-Mer  (B.E.P.T.O.M.); 
- Caisse d'aide d  l'iquipement  des  col lectivltis  locales  (C.A.E.C.L.); 
- Caisse  des  dip8ts et consignations; 
Caisse nationale des  allocations  famlllales  (C.N.A.F.); 
- Caisse nationale d'assurance maladie  des  traval I leurs salarlis  (C.N.A.M.); 
- Caisse nationale d'asaurance-vieil lesse  des  travai I leurs  salariis  (C.N.A.V.T.S.); 
- Caisse nationale des autoroutes  (C.N.A.) 
- Caisse natlonale militaire de  stcuriti sociale  (C.N.M.S.S.); 
- Caisse natlonale des monuments  historiques et  des  sites; 
- Caisse nationaie  des  tilicommunications(1); 
(1)  Postal  business  only 54  -
- Caisse  de  garantle  du  logement  social; 
- Coso  de  Velasquez; 
- Centre  d'enselgnement  zootechnlque  de  Rombouil let; 
- Centre  d'etudes  du  milieu et  de  pedogogie  appliquee  du  Minlst~r~ de  !'Agriculture; 
Centre d'etudes  superleures  de  securlte socials; 
Centres  de  formation  professlonnel le  ogrlcole; 
Centre  notional  d'art  et  de  culture Georges  Pompidou; 
- Centre notional  de  Ia  cln6motogrophie  fran~alae; 
Centre  national  d'etudea et  de  formation  pour  l'enfonce  lnadoptee; 
Centre  notional  d'etudes et d'experlmentotlon  du·machlnisme  agricola,  du  genie  rural,  des 
eaux et  des  for3ts; 
Centre national  et  de  formation  pour  l'odaptotion  scololre et  l'educotion  special isee 
(C.N.E.F.A.S.E.S.); 
Centre  national  de  formation  et  de  perfectlonnement  des professeurs  d'enselgnement 
menager  agricola; 
- Centre  notional  des  lettres; 
- Centre  national  de  documentation  pedogogique; 
Centre  notional  des  oeuvres  unlversitoires et  scolalrea  (C.N.O.U.S.); 
- Centre  notional  d'optholmologie  des  quinze-vingts; 
- Centre  national  de  preparation  au  professorot  de  trovoux  monuels  educotifs  et 
d'enselgnement  menoger; 
Centre  notional  de  promotion  rurole  de  Mormilhot; 
Centre  notional  de  Ia  recherche  sclentifique  (C.N.R.S.); 
Centre  regional  d'educatlon populalre d'lle de  France;· 
- Centres  d'educatlon populoire  et  de  aport  (C.R.E.P.S.); 
Centres  reglonoux  des  oeuvres  unlversltolres  (C.R.O.U.S.); 
Centres  regionaux  de  Ia  propriete  foresti~re; 
- Centre  de  securlte socials des  travai I leurs migrants; 
Chancelleries des  univera~tes; 
Col lllges  d'Etat; 
Commission  des  operations de  bourse; 
Conseil  superieur de  Ia  p3che; 
Conservatoire de  I 'espace  littoral  et  des  rlvages  lacustres; 
Conservatoire  national  des  arts et metiers; 
Conservatoire  notional  superieur  de  muslque; 
- Conservatolre notional  superieur d'art  dromotique; 
Domains  de  Pompadour; 
Ecole centrale- Lyon; 
Ecole  centrale des  arts et  manufactures; 
- Ecole  fran~oise d'archeologie  d'Athllnea; 
Ecole  fran~alse d'Extr3me-Orlent; 
Ecole  fron~alse de  Rome; 
Ecole  des  hautes  etudes  en  sciences  soclales; - 55 
Ecole  natlonale d'admlnlstratlon; 
Ecole  natlonale  de  l'avlatlon civile  (E.N.A.C.); 
Ecole  natlonale  des Chartes: 
Ecole  natlonale d'iqultatlon; 
Ecole  natlonale  du  ginle  rural  des  eoux  et  des  for8ts  (E.N.G.R.E.F.); 
Ecole• natlonales d'lnginleurs; 
- Ecole  natlonale  d'lnginleurs des  Industries des  techniques  agrlcoles  et  olimentoires; 
Ecole• natlonales d'lnginleurs des  trovoux ogrlcoles; 
-
-
Ecole  notlonole  des  lnginleurs  des  trovoux  ruroux  et  des  techniques  sonitolres; 
Ecole  notlonole  des  lnginleurs  des  trovoux  des  eoux  et  for8ts  (E.N.I.T.E.F.); 
Ecole  notlonale  de  Ia magistrature; 
Ecoles notlonoles  de  Ia marine marchonde; 
Ecole natlonale de  Ia  sontf publlque  (E.N.S.P.); 
Ecole natlonole de  skl·et d'olplnlsme; 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure ogronomlque- Montpelller; 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure ogronomlque- Rennes; 
Ecole  natlonole  supirleure des  arts dicoratlfs; 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure des  arts et  Industries- Strosbourg; 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure des  arts et  Industries textiles- Roubolx; 
Ecoles notlonoles  supirleures d'orts et mitlers; 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure des  beaux-arts; 
Ecole  notional e  supirleure des  blbllothicol res; 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure de  ciromlque  Indus t r I  e I I  e; 
Ecole  not lonole  supir I  eure  de  I 'il  ectron I que  et  de  sea  applications  (E.N.S.E.A.); 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure d'hortlculture; 
Ecole  notlonale  supir1eure  des  Industries ogrlcoles ollmentolres; 
Ecole  notlonale  supirleure du  poysoge  (rottochie a  I 'icole notlonole  supirleure 
d'hortlculture); 
Ecole  notlonole  supirleure des  sciences  ogronomiques  oppllquies  {E.N.S.S.A.); 
Ecoles  notlonoles vftirlnolres; 
Ecole natlonole de  voile; 
Ecoles  normoles  d'lnstltuteurs et d'lnstltutrlces; 
Ecoles  normoles  notlonoles d'opprentlssoge; 
Ecoles  normales  supfrleures; 
Ecole polytechnlque; 
Ecole  technique professlonelle ogrlcole et  forestl~re de  Meymoc  {Corr~ze); 
Ecole  de  sylviculture- Crogny  (Aube); 
Ecole  de  viticulture et  d'oenologle  de  lo  Tour  Blanche  (Gironde); 
Ecole  de  viticulture- Avlze  (Marne); 
Etobllssement  notional  de  convalescents  de  Saint-Maurice; 
Etobllssement  notional  des  lnvol Ides  de  Ia marine  (E.N.I.M.); 
Etobllssement  notional  de  blenfolsonce Koenigs-wozter; 
Fondotlon  Carnegie; - 56  -
- Fondotlon  Singer-Polignac; 
- Fonda  d'actlon  aoclole pour  lea  travail leurs  lmmlgr~s et  leurs  famil Iss; 
Hapltol-hosplce  national  Dufrean.-Sommelller; 
lnatltut  de  l'~levage et  de  m~dlclne veterinolre des  pays  tropicaux  (l.E.M.V.P.T.) 
lnatltut  fran~ols d'archeologle orientale du  Caire; 
lnatltut  geographlque  notional; 
lnatltut  lnduatrlel  du  Nord; 
·- Inetltut  International  dtodmlnlatratlon  pubflque  (I.I.A.P.); 
lnatltut notional  agroncmlque  de  Parla-Grlgnon; 
lnatltut nat lonal  des  appellations d'orlglne des  vlna et  eoux~.-vie (I.N.A.O.V.E.V.); 
lnatltut nat lanai  d'oatroncmle et de  geophyal que  (I .N.A.G.); 
lnatltut not lonol  de  Ia  conaommatlon  (I.N.C.); 
lnatltut notional  d'educotlon populolre  (I.N.E.P.); 
lnatltut  notional  d'etudea  d&mogrophlquea  (I.N.E.D.): 
lnatltut  notional  des  jeunea aveugls- Paris; 
lnatltut  national  des  j eunea  aourda  - Bordeaux; 
lnatltut  national  des  jeunea  sourds - Chambery; 
lnatltut notional  de a  jeunea  sourds- 114etz; 
lnstltut national  dea  jeune1  sourds- Parts; 
lnatltut notional  de  physique  nucleolre et  de  physique  des  porticules  (I.N2.P3); 
·- Instltut  notional  de  promotion  superleure  agrlcole; 
lnstltut  n~tlonal  de  Ia  proprlete  lndustrlelle; 
:.:~·  lnstrtut  natlonot  de  Ia  recherche  aqronanique  (I.N.R.A.): 
,_  lnstltut national  de  recherche  pedagoglque  (I.N.R.P.); 
lnstltut national  de  Ia  sante et  de  Ia  recherche  medlcale  (I.N.S.E.R.M.); 
lnatltut  notional  dea  sports; 
lnatltuta natlonaux polytechnlques; 
lnatltuts notlonaux des  sciences appllquees; 
Instltut national  superieur  de  chlmle  lndustrlel le  de  Rauen; 
Inatltut national  de  recherche  en  lnfonmotique  et  en  automatlque  (I.N.R.I.A.); 
Inatltut national  de  recherche  sur  lea  transports et  leur  aecurlte  (I .N.R.E.T.S.); 
Inatltuta  reglonoux  d'admlnistrotion; 
lnatltut superieur des moterloux  et  de  Ia  construction mecanique  de  Saint-ouen; 
Lyceea  d'Etat; 
- l.luaee  de  I •  ormee; 
- l.luaee  Gustave  Moreau; 
- l.luaee  de  Ia  marine; 
- l.luaee  national  J.J. Henner; 
l.lusee  national  de  Ia  Legion  d'Honneur; 
114ua6e  de  Ia  p.oste; 
- 114uaeum  national  d'hlatolre noturelle; 
l.lua~e Auguste  Rodin; 
Observotolre  de  Poria; - 57  -
- Office  de  cooperation et  d'aeeuell  unlversltaire; 
- Office  fran~als de  protection  des  refugles  et  apatrldes; 
Office national  des  anciens  eombattants; 
Office  national  de  Ia  chasse; 
Office national  d'lnfonnatlon  sur  les  enseignements  et  les professions  (O.N.l.S.E.P.); 
Office national  d'lmmlgratlon  (O.N.I.); 
O.R.S.T.O.~.- lnstltut  fran~als de  recherche  selentlfique pour  le  developpement  en 
cooperation; 
Office unlversltalre et  culture!  fran~als pour  I 'Algerie; 
Palals de  Ia  decouverte; 
- Pares  natlonaux; 
Reunion  des  mus6es  natlonaux; 
Syndleat  des  transports parlslens; 
Thennes  natlonaux- Alx-le~alns; 
Unlversltes. 
3.  Other  national  publ le  bodies 
- Union  des  groupements  d'aehats  publ les  (U.G.A.P.). - 58  -
IRELAN> 
1.  WAIN  ~lNG  ENTITIES 
Office of  Public Works 
2.  OTI£R  DEPAR'Tl.ENTS 
- President's Eatabllshment; 
Houses  of  the Olreachtas  (Parliament); 
Department  of  the  Taolaeach  (Prime  ~lnleter); 
- Central  Statlstlca Office; 
- Department  of  the Gaeltacht  (Irish-speaking areas); 
- National  Gallery  of  Ireland; 
- Department  of  Finance: 
- State Laboratory; 
- Office of  the Comptroller  and  Auditor General; 
- Office of  the Attorney General; 
- Office of  the  Director of  Public  Prosecutions; 
Valuation Office: 
- Civil  Service Commission: 
- Office  of  the  Ombudsman: 
- Office of  the  Revenue  Commissioners: 
- Department  of  Justice: 
- Commissioners  of  Charitable Donatlona  and  Bequests  for. Ireland; 
- Department  of  the Environment: 
- Department  of  Education: 
- Depa r_tmen t  of  the  ~rlne: 
- Department  of  Agriculture and  Food; 
- Department  of  Labour: 
Department  of  Industry and  Commerce; 
- Department  of  Tourism  and  Tranaport; 
- Department  of  Communications: 
- Department  of  Defence<1>: 
- Department  of  ForeIgn AffaIrs; 
- Department  of  Social  Welfare; 
Department  of  Health: 
- Department  of  Energy. 
(1)  Non-warlike  materials contained  in  Annex  II - 59 
ITALY 
1.  ~lnlstero del  tesoro(1); 
2.  ~lnlstero delle  flnanze(2); 
3.  ~lnlatero dl  grazla e  glustlzla; 
4.  ~lnlatero degll  affarl  esterl: 
5.  ~lnlatero delIa pubbllca  lstruzlone; 
6.  ~lnlstero dell'lnterno; 
7.  Mlnlstero del  lavorl  pubbllcl; 
8.  ~lnlstero dell'agrlcoltura e  delle  foreste; 
9.  ~lnlatero dell'lndustrla,  del  commercia  e  del I 'artlglanato; 
10.  ~lnlatero del.  lavoro  e  della prevldenza  soclale; 
11.  ~lnlatero della  sanlt~: 
12.  ~lnlstero per  I  benl  cultural I  e  amblentall: 
13.  ~lnlstero delIa dlfesa(3); 
14.  Mlnlstero del  bllanclo e  delIa programmazione  economico; 
15.  Mlnlatero delle porteclpazloni  atotoli; 
16.  ~lnlstero del  turlsmo  e  dello spettocolo; 
17.  Mlnlatero del  commercio  con  !'estero; 
18.  Ministero delle poete  e  delle  telecomunicazioni(4); 
19.  Mlnistero del l'ambiente; 
20.  Ministero del l'univsrsito'  e  delIa  ricerca acientifico s  tecnologica. 
Nota: 
This  Agreement  shall  not  prevent  the  implementation  of  provisions  contained  in  !tal ion  Low  N•  835 
of  6 October  1950  (Official  Gazette  N•  245  of  24  October  1950  of  the  Italian  Republ lc)  and  in 
modifications  thereto  In  force  on  the  date  on  which  this Agreement  is  adopted. 
(1)  Acting as  the  central  purchasing entity  for most  of  the  other Ministriea or  entitiea 
(2)  Not  Including  purchases mads  by  the  tobacco and  salt monopolies 
(3)  Non-war I ike  moterlols  contained  In  Annex  II 
(4)  Postal  buslnses  only - 60  -
1.  Wlnlst~re d'Etat  :Service centroi  des  Imprimis  et  dee  fournltures  de  I'Etat; 
2.  Wlnlst~re de  l'ogrlcutture  :  Actnlnlatrotlan  dee  Services  techniques  de  I'Agrlcultur~; 
3.  Wlnlst~re de  1'6ducatton notlonale  :  Lyciea  d'enaelgnement  secondaire  et  d'enselgnement 
aecondolre  technique; 
4.  Wlnlst~re de  to  fomltle et de  Ia  solldarlt6 soctale  :  ~alsons de  r~tralte; 
5.  Mlnlat~re de  Ia  force  publlque  :  Arm6e(1)  - Gendarmerie- Pollee;-· 
6.  Mlnlst~re de  Ia  justice: Etabllssements pinltentlalrea; 
7.  Mlnl1t~re de  to  sant6 publlque  :  Hapltal  neuropsychiatrlque; 
8.  Wlnlet~re dee  travaux publica:  B&tlments  publics- Ponte  et Chauss6es; 
9.  Mlnlst~re des  communication•  :  Poatea  et  T616communlcatlons(2); 
10.  Mlnlst~re de  1'6nergle  :  Centrotea 61ectrlquee_de  lo  Haute  et  Basae  SOre; 
11.  WlnlsUre  de  l'envlronnement  :  Commlesarlot  g6n6rol  a  Ia  Protec_tlon  des  Eaux. 
(1)  Non-warlike  moterlole  contalnes  in  Annexe  II 
(2)  Poetal  business  only - 61 
1l£ NE1l£RLANOS 
A.  Mlnletrlee and  central  governmental  bodies 
1.  Mlnlsterle van  Algemene  Zaken 
2.  Mlnleterle van  But tenlandse  Zaken 
3.  Mlnleterle von  Justltle 
4.  Mlnleterle  von  Blnnenlondse  Zoken 
5.  Mlnleterle von  Flnonclln 
6.  Mlnleterle von  Econanlsche  Zaken 
7.  Mlnleterle van  Onderwljs  en  Wetenechappen 
8.  Mlnleterle van  Volkshulsveetlng,  Rulmtelljke Ordenlng  en  Mllleubeheer 
9.  t.tlnleterle van  Verkeer  en  Woterstoot 
10.  t.flnleterle von  Londbouw,  Notuurbeheer  en  Vluerlj 
11.  Mlnlsterle van  Soclale Zaken  en  Werkgelegenheld 
12.  Mlnlsterle von  Welzljn,  Volksgezondheld  en  Cultuur 
13.  Kablnet  voor  Nederland• Antlllloonse en  Aruboonse  Zoken 
14.  Hogere  Colleges  von  Stoat 
B.  Central  procurement  offices 
Entitles  lleted above  under  A generally make  their  own  specific purchases;  other  general 
purchases are effected  through  the  entitles  listed below: 
1.  Olrectoroat-Generaol  Rljkawaterstaat 
2.  Olrectoraat-Generaal  voor  de  Kon Ink I I j ke  Londmacht{1) 
3.  Olrectoraat-Generaol  voor  de  Konlnklljke  Luchtmocht  (1) 
4.  Olrectoroot-Generool  voor  de  Konlnklljke Marine  (1) 
(1)  Non-warlike  moterl~ls contained  In  Annex  II - 62.  -. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Cabinet  Office 
Civil  Service Col lege 
Civil  Service Commlaslon 
Civil  Service Occupational  Health  Service 
Office of  the Minister  for  the  Civl I  Service 
Parliamentary Counsel  Office 
Central  Office of  Infonnotlon 
Charity Commlaslon 
Crown  Prosecution Service 
Crown  Estate Commlsalonera 
Cuatams  and  Exclae  Deportment 
~apartment for  Notional  Sovlnga 
Deportment  of  Education  and  Science 
Unlveralty Gronta  Committee 
Deportment  of  Employment 
Employment  Appeal  Tribunal 
lnduatrlol  Trlbunola 
Office of  Manpower  Economlca 
Deportment  of Energy 
Deportment  of  Health 
Central  Council  for Education  and  Training  In  Social  Work 
Dental  Eatlmotea Boord 
Engllah Notional  Boord  for  Nuralng,  Midwifery  and  Health Vlaitora 
Medical  Boorda  and  Examining  Medical  Offlcera  (War  Penaiona) 
Notional  Health Service Authorltiea 
Preacrlptlon Pricing Authority 
Public Health  Laboratory  Service Boord 
Regional  Medical  Service 
U.K.  Central  Council  for  Nuralng,  Midwifery  and  Health Visiting 
Deportment  of  Social  Security 
Attendance  AI  lowonce  Boord 
Occupational  Pensions Boord 
Social  Security Advlaory  Committee 
Supplementary  Beneflta Appeal  Trlbunola 
Deportment  of  the Environment Bulldln9 Research  Establishment 
Commons  Commissioners 
Countryside Commission 
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Fire Research  Station  (Bareham  Wood) 
Historic Bulldln9s and  ~onuments Commission 
Local  Valuation Panels 
Property Services A9ency 
Rent  Assessment  Panels 
Royal  Commission  on  Environmental  Pol lutlon 
Royal  Commission  on  Historical  ~numents of  England 
Royal  Fine Art  Commission  (En9land) 
Department  of  the  Procurator General  and  Treasury  Solicitor 
Le9al  Secretariat  to  the  Law  Officers 
Department  of  Trade  and  Industry 
Laboratory  of  the Government  Chemist 
National  En9lneerln9  Laboratory 
National  Physical  Laboratory 
Warren  Sprln9 Laboratory 
National  Weights  and  ~asures Laboratory 
Domestic  Coal  Consumers'  Council 
Electricity Consultative Councils  for  En9land  and  Wales 
Gas  Consumers'  Council 
Transport  Users  consultative Committees 
~nopolles and  Mergers  Commission 
Patent  Off l ce 
Department  of  Transport 
Coast9uard  Services 
Transport  and  Road  Research  Laboratory 
Transport  Tribunal 
Export  Credits Guarantee  Department 
Forel9n  and  Commonwealth  Office 
Government  Communications  Headquarters 
Wilton  Park  Conference  Centre 
Government  Actuary's  Department 
Home  Off Ice 
Boundary  Commlaslon  for  En9land 
Gamln9  Board  for Great  Britain 
Inspectors  of  Constabulary 
Parole Board  and  Local  Review  Committees 
House  of  Commons 
House  of  Lords 
Inland Revenue,  Board  of 
Intervention Board  for A9rlcultural  Produce Lord  Chancel lor's Deportment 
Council  on  Tribunals 
County  Courts  (England  and  Wales) 
Immigration Appel late Authorities 
Immigration  Adjudicators 
Immigration  Appeal  Tribunal 
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Judge  Advocate  General  and  Judge  Advocate  of  the  Fleet 
Landa  Tribunal 
Law  Commission 
Legal  Aid  Fund  (England  and  Walea) 
Pension• Appeal  Trlbunala 
Public Truatee Office. 
Office of. the Social  Security Commlsalonera 
Special  Commissioner•  for  Income  Tax  (England  and  Walea) 
Supreme  Court  (England  and  Wales) 
Court  of  Appeal  :Civil  and  Criminal  Divisions 
Courts  ~artlal Appeal  Court 
Crown  Court 
High  Court 
Value  Added  Tax  Tribunals 
~inietry of  Agriculture,  Fiaherles and  Food 
Advisory  Services 
Agricultural  Development  and  Advisory  Service 
Agricultural  Dwelling  House  Advisory  Commltteea 
Agricultural  Land  Trlbunala 
Agricultural  Science  Laboratorlea 
Agricultural  Wages  Board  and  Committees 
Cattle Breeding Centre 
Plant Variety Righta Office 
Royal  Botanic Gardens,  Kew 
Mlnlatry of  Defence(1) 
~eteorologlcal Office 
Procurement  Executive 
National  Audit  Office 
National  Inveatment  Loana  Office 
Northern  Ireland Court  Service 
Coroners  Courta 
County  Courts 
Crown  Courts 
Enforcement  of  Judgements  Office 
Legal  Aid  Fund 
~gistrates Court 
Pensions Appeals  Tribunals 
Supreme  Court  of  Judicature and  Courts  of  Criminal  Appeal 
(1)  Non-war I ike  materials contained  In  Annex  II - 65  -
Northern  Ireland,  Department  of  Aorlculture 
Northern  Ireland,  Department  for Economic  Development 
Northern  Ireland,  Department  of  Education 
Northern  Ireland,  Department  of  the  Environment 
Northern  Ireland,  Department  of  Finance  and  Personnel 
Northern  Ire I  and,  Department  of  Health  and  Social  Services 
Northern  Ireland Office 
Crown  Solicitor's Office 
Department  of  the Director of  Public Prosecutions  for  Northern  Ireland 
Northern  Ireland Forensic Science Laboratory 
Office of  Chief  Electoral  Officer  for  Northern  Ireland 
Pollee Authority  for  Northern  Ireland 
Probation Board  for  Northern  Ireland 
State Patholoolst Service 
Office of  Arts  and  Libraries 
BrIt Ish  L.l brary 
Brl t Ish 1.4useum 
British 1.4useum  (Natural  History) 
Imperial  War  1.4useum 
1.4useums  and  Galleries Commission 
National  Gallery 
National  1.4arltlme  1.4useum 
National  Portrait Gallery 
Science 1.4useum 
Tate Gallery 
VIctoria and  Albert 1.4useum 
Wallace  Collection 
Office of  Fair Tradlno 
Office of  Population Censuses  and  Surveys 
National  Health Service Central  Reolster 
Office of  the  Parliamentary Commissioner  for'Admlnlstratlon  and  Health 
Service Commissioners 
Overseas  Development  Administration 
Overseas  Development  and  National  Research  Institute 
Paymaster General's Office 
Postal  Buslnes1  of  the Post  Office 
Privy Council  Office 
Public Record  Office 
Reolstry of  Friendly Societies 
Royal  Commission  on  Historical  1.4onuscrlpts 
Royal  Hospital,  Chelsea 
Royal  1.41nt 
Scotland,  Crown  Office and  Procurator 
Fiscal  Service - 66 
Scotland,  Department  of  the  Regiaters  of  Scotland 
Scotland,  General  Reglater Office 
National  H~alth Service Central  Regiater 
Scotland,  Lord  Advocate'a  Department 
Scotland,  Queen's  and  Lord  Treasurer's Remembrancer 
Seottlah Courta Adminiatration 
Accountant  of  Court'a Office 
Court  of  Juatlciary 
Court  of  Session 
Landa  Tribunal  for  Scotland 
Penalona Appeal  Tribunals 
Scottish Land  Court 
Scottish Low  Ccmmiasion 
Sheriff Courta 
Social  Security Commiaeionere'  Office 
Scott Ish OffIce 
Central  Servicea 
Department  of  Agriculture and  Fisheries for Scotland 
Artificial  Insemination  Service 
Croftera Commission 
Red  Deer  Commlaalon 
Royal  Botanic Garden,  Edinburgh 
Industry Department  for  Scotland 
Scottish Electricity Consultative Councila 
Scottish Development  Department 
Rent  Asaeaement  Panel  and  Committees 
Royal  Commlsaion  on  the  Ancient  and  Historical  Monuments  of  Scotland 
Royal  Fine Art  Commiaeion  for  Scotland 
Scottlah Education  Department 
National  Galleries of  Scotland 
National  Library of  Scotland 
National  Museuma  of  Scotland · Scottlah Home  and  Health Departments 
HM  Inspectorate of  Constabulary 
Local  Health Councl Is 
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Mental  Welfare Commlaalon  for Scotland 
National  Board  for 'Nursing·,  Midwifery  and  Health VIsiting  for  Scotland 
Parole Board  for.Scotland  and  Local  Review  Committees 
Scottish Antibody  Production Unit 
Scottlah Council  for  Postgraduate Medical  Education 
Scottish Crime  Squad 
Scottlah Criminal  Record  Office 
Scottish Fire Service Training School 
Scottish Health Boards 
Scottish Health Service- Common  Services Agency 
Scottish Health Service Planning Council 
Scottish Pollee College 
Scottish Record  Office 
HM  Stationery Office 
HM  Treasury 
Central  Computer  and  Telecommunications  Agency 
Chesalngton Computer  Centre 
Civil  Service Catering Organisation 
Natlon~l Economic  Development  Council 
Rating  of  Government  Property Department 
Welsh  Office 
Ancient  MOnuments  (Wales)  Commission 
Council  for  the  Education  and  Training  of  Health VIsitors 
Local  Government  Boundary  Commission  for Wales 
Local  Valuation  Panels  and  Courts 
National  Health Service Authorities 
Rent  Control  Tribunals  and  Rent  Assessment  Panels  and  Committees EMAI 
1.  YnOYPrEtO  E9NikHI  OIKONOWIAI 
2.  YnoYPrEtO  nAIAEIAI  ~ 9PHIKEYWATRN 
3.  YnOYPrEtO  EWOOPIOY 
4.  YnoYPrEtO  BIOWHXANIAI-ENEPrEIAI-TEXNOAOrtAI 
~.  YnOYPrEtO  EWOOPIKHI  NAYTIAIAI 
e.  YnoYPrEtO  nPOEAPIAI  THI  KYBEPNHIHI 
7.  YOOYPrEtO  AlrAIOY 
8.  YnoYPrE I  0  E!nTEP I  KRN 
t.  YnoYPrEIO  AIKAIOIYNHI 
10.  YnoYPrEIO  EinTEPIKRN 
11.  YnoYPrEIO  EPrAIIAI 
12.  YnoYPrEtO  noAITIIWOY  KAI  EnltTHWRN 
68 
13.  YnoYPrEIO  nEPIBAAAONTOI  XOPOTA!IAI  ~ AHWOIIRN  EPrnH 
14.  YnoYPrEIO  OIKONOWIKQN 
1~.  YnoYPrEtO  META«lf>QN  KAI  EntKOINnHinH 
Ul.  YnoYPrEIO  YrEIAI  nPONOIAI  ~ kOINnHIKQN  AI4>AAII:EQN 
17.  YnoYPrEIO  MAKEAONIAI  9PAKHI 
18.  rENIKO  EniTEA£10  ITPATOY(I) 
11.  rENIKO  EntTEAEIO  NAYTIKOY(1) 
20.  rENIKO  EntTEAEIO  AEPOOOPIAI  (1) 
21.  YnoYPrEiO  rEr.PrtAI 
22.  rENIKH  rPAINATEIA  TYrlOY  KAI  nAHP04>0PIQN_ 
23.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  NEAt  rENIAI 
24.  rENIKO  XHWEIO  TOY  KPATOYI 
2~.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  AAIKHI  EntWO~HI 
28.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  IIOTHTAI  TQN  AYO  4>YAnH 
27.  rENIKH  rPAMWATEIA  KOINQHiknH  AI4>AAIIEGN 
28.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  AnOAHMOY  EAAHNIIMOY 
21.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  BIOMHXANIAI 
30.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  EPEYNAI  KAI  TEXNOAortAI 
31.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  A9AHTIIMOY 
32.  rENIKH  rPAMMATEIA  AHWOIIGN  EPrQN 
33.  E9NIKH  ITATIITIKH  YnHPEIIA 
34.  E9NIKOI  OPrANIIMOI  nPONOIAI 
3,.  OPrANIIWOI  EPrATIKHI  EITIAI 
38.  E9Nik0  TYOOrPA4>EIO 
37.  EMHNIKH  EntTPOnH  ATOMIKHI  ENEPrEIAI 
38.  TAMEIO  E9NIKHI  040001 IAI 
39.  E9NIKO  KAnoAtiTPIAKO  nANEnltTHMIO  A9HNQN 
40.  nANEntiTHMIO  AtrAIOY 
41.  APIITOTEAEIO  nANEnttTHMIO  9EIIAAONIKHI 
42.  AHMOKPITEIO  nANEnltTHMIO  9PAKHI 
43.  nANEntiTHMIO  lnANNINnH 
44.  nANEntiTHWIO  nATPQN 
45.  noAYTEXNEIO  KPHTHI 
48.  IIBITANIAEIOI  IXOAH 
47.  nANEntiTHMIO  MAKEAONIAI 
(OikONOWIKEI  ~ KOIN/KEI  EnltTHMEI) 
48.  AtrtNHTEIO  NOIOKOMEIO 
41:  APETAIHO  NOIOKOWEIO 
~0.  E9NIKO  KENTPO  AHMOIIAI  AOIHKHIHI 
51.  EAAHNIKA  TAXYAPOMEIA 
~2.  OPrANIIWOI  AIAXEIPHIHI  AHWOIIOY  YAIKOY 
~3.  OPr AN I  DoiOI  rEOPrt KQN  AI4>AA I  IEGN 
~4.  OPrANIIWOI  IXOAIKQN  KTIPIQN 
(I)  Non-wort ike  moter Iota  contol.ned  in Annex  II - 69  -
SPAIN 
1.  Wlnaterlo de  Aauntos  Exterlores 
2.  Wlnlaterlo de  Justlcla 
3.  Wlnlaterlo de  Defenaa(1) 
4.  Mlnlaterlo de  Economra  y  Hacienda 
5.  WlnlaterJo de  Interior 
6.  Wlnlaterlo de  Obras  PObllcas  y  Transportee 
7.  Wfnlaterlo de  Educacl6n  y  Clencla 
8.  Wlnlaterlo de  Trabajo  y  Se9urldad Social 
9.  Wlnlaterlo de  Industria,  Comerclo  y  Turlsmo 
10.  Wlnlaterlo de  A9rlcultura,  Peaca  y  Allmentaclo'n 
11.  Wlnlaterlo para  laa Admlnlatraclonea  P~bllcaa 
12.  Wlnlsterlo de  Cultura 
13.  Mlnlaterlo de  Relaclonea  con  las Cortes  y  de  Ia  Secretarra del  Goblerno 
14.  Mlnlaterlo de  Sanldad  y  Conaumo 
15.  Mlnlaterlo de  Asuntoa  Soclales 
16.  Wlnlaterlo del  Portavoz  del  Goblerno 
(1)  Non-worllke  materials contained  In  Annex  II - 70  -
PORTUGA.L 
PRESIDE.CIA  DO  CONSELHO  DE  MINISTROS 
1.  AU>ITORIA  JIJRIDICA  DA  PRESIDE.CIA  DO  WlSELHO  DE  MINISTROS 
2.  CENTRO  DE  ESTUOOS  E F<HNICAO  AUTARQUICA 
3.  CENTRO  DE  ESTUDOS  TECNICOS  E APOIO  LEGISLATIVO 
4.  CENTRO  DE  GESTAO  OA  REDE  lt.f'<HNITICA  DO  GOVERNO 
!S.  CONSELHO  M*.CIONAL  DE  Pl.At£Ato£NTO  CIVIL  DE  D£RGENCIA 
6.  CONSELHO  PERMo\NENTE  DE  CCN:ERTACAO  SOCIAL 
7.  DEPART~NTO DE  F<HNICAO  E APERFE lcxw.£NTO  PROF ISS IOM*.L 
B.  GABII£TE  DE  MA.CAU 
9.  GABII£TE  DO  SERVICO  ClVICO  DOS  OBJECTORES  DE  WlSCIENCIA 
10.  INSTITUTO  OA  JWENT\.OE 
11.  INSTITUTO  M*.CIOM*.L  DE  ADMINISTRACAO 
12.  SECRETARIA  GERAL  DA  PRESIDE.CIA  DO  WlSELHO  DE  MINISTROS 
13.  SECRETARIAOO  PARA  A t.«:llERNIZACAO  ADMINISTRATIVA 
14.  SERVICO  W.CIOM*.L  DE  PROTECCAO  CIVIL 
15.  SERVICOS  SOCIAlS  DA  PRESIDENCIA  DO  WlSELHO  DE  MINISTROS 
MINISTERIO  DA  ADMINISTRACAO  INTERNA 
1 •  01 RECCAO  GERAL  DE  VI ACAO 
2.  GAB I I£TE  DE  ESTUOOS  E  PLANEAMENTO  DE  I  NST ALACOES 
3.  GOVERNOS  CIVIS 
4.  ~FISCAL 
5.  . ~  ~CIOM*.L RE~L  I  CAW. 
6.  POLICIA  DE  SEGURANCA  PUBLlCA 
7.  SECRET ARIA  GERAL 
B.  SECRETARIADO  TECNICO  DOS  ASSUNTOS  PARA  0  PROCESSO  ELEJTORAL 
9.  SERVICO  DE  ESTRANGEIROS  E FRONTEIRAS 
10.  SERVICO  DE  INF<HNICAO  E  SEGIJRANCA 
11.  SERVICO  NACIOM*.L  DE  Ba.SEIROS - 71  -
~INISTERIO DA  AGRICULTURA 
1.  AGENCIA  DO  CONTROLO  CAS  AJUDAS  CCMJNITARIAS  AO  SE~TOR DO  AZEITE 
2.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  OA  HIDRAULICA  E  ENGEN!-11\RIA  AGRICOLA 
3.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DA  PECUARIA 
4.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  OAS  f'LORESTAS 
5.  0 I  RECCAO  GERAL  DE  PLAt£AJ.ENTO  E  AGR I  CUL TURA 
6.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  ~RCAOOS AGRICOL.AS  E  DA  INDUSTRIA  AGRC>-ALI~NTAR 
7.  0 IRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGRICUL ~  DA  BE IRA  INTER I  OR 
8.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGRICUL~  DA  BEIRA  LITDRAL 
9.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGRICUL~ DE  ENTRE  OOURO  E  ~INHO 
10.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGRICUL TURA  DE  TRAS  OS  loOITES 
11.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGRICUL ~  DO  ALENTEJO 
12.  D  IRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGR IcUL ~  DO  ALGARVE 
13.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  AGRICUL~  DO  RIBATEJO  E  OESTE 
14.  GABINETE  PARA  OS  ASSUNTOS  AGRICOL.AS  ca.t.UNITARIOS 
15.  INSPECCAO  GERAL  E AllHTORIA  DE  GESTAO 
16.  INSTITUTO  DA  VINHA  E  DO  VI~ 
17.  INSTITUTO  OE  QUALIDADE  ALI~NTAR 
18.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  OE  INVESTIGACAO  AGRARIA 
19.  I  NST I TUTO  REGULADOR  OR I  ENTADOR  DOS  ~RCADOS AGR I  COLAS 
20.  OBRA  SOCIAL  - SECRETARIA  GERAL 
21.  REDE  INFORW.CAO  DE  CONTABILIDAOES  AGRICOLAS 
22.  SECRETARIA  GERAL 
23.  IFADAP- INSTITUTO  f'INANCEIRO  DE  APOIO  AO  DESENVOLVI~NTO OA  AGRICULTURA  E  PESCAS 
24.  INGA  - INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  DE  INTERVENCAO  E GARANTIA  AGRICOLA 
~INISTERIO DO  AMBIENTE  E  RECURSOS  NATURAlS 
1.  DIRECCAO  GE:RAL  DE  QUALIOAOE  DO  AMBIENTE 
2.  D  I RECCAO  GERAL  DOS  RECURSOS  NATURA IS 
3 •  GAB I NETE  DOS  ASSUNTOS  EUROPEUS 
4.  GABINETE  DE  ESTUOOS  E  PLA~NTO 
5.  GABINETE  DE  PROTECCAO  E  SEGUWCA  NUCLEAR 
6.  I NSTI TUTO  NAC I  ONAL  DO  AMB I ENTE 
7.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  DE  DEF'ESA  DO  CONSl.t.4IDOR 
8.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  DE  ~TEOROLOOIA E  GEOF'ISICA 
9.  SECRETARIA  GERAL 
10.  SERVICIO  NACIONAL  OE  PARQUES,  RESERVAS  E  CONSERVACAO  DA  NATURE:Z,.. 
11.  GABINETE  SANF'~NTO BASICO  COSTA  ESTORIL 
12.  DELEGACOES  REGIONAIS 
13.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  OA  AGI..IA - 72  -
MINISTERIO  DO  COMERCIO  E  TURISMO 
1.  ca.tiSSAO  DE  APLICACAO  DE  con~s EM  W.TERIA  ECONCJ.IICA 
2.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  CONCORREI'CIA  E  PRECOS 
3.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  INSPECCAO  ECONCJ.IICA 
4.  D  I  RECCAO  GERAL  DO  COMERC I 0  EXTERNO 
5.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  Cot.£RCIO  INTERNO 
8.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  TURISMO 
7.  f"l.NX)  DE  TUR I  SMO 
8.  GABINETE  PARA  ASSUNTOS  ca.f.INITARIOS 
9.  ICEP  - JNSTITUTO  DO  COJERCIO  EXTERNO  DE  POfiTl&o\L 
1  0.  JNSPECCAO  GERAL  DE  JOOOS 
11.  INSTITUTO  DE  PRC».«)CAO  TURJSTICA 
12.  JNSTJTUTO  NACJONAL  DE  F"ORMA.CAO  TURISTICA 
13.  REGIOES  DE  TURISMO 
14.  SECRETARIA  GERAL 
15.  ENATUR  - Et.FRESA  NACIONAL  DE  TURISMO,  EP 
16.  AGA- AOMINISTRACAO  GERAL  DO  ACUCAR  E  DO  ALCOOL,  EP 
MINISTERIO  OA  DEF"ESA  NACIONAL(1) 
1.  ESTADO  W.IOR  GENERAL  OAS  F"ORCAS  ARWJ>AS 
2.  ESTADO  W.IOR  OA  F"ORCA  AEREA 
3.  CC»\NDD  LOOISTICO  - ADMINISTRATIVO  DA  FORCA  AEREA 
4.  ESTADO  W.IOR  DO  EXERCITO 
5 •  EST  ADO  W.l  OR  OA  ARM4J>A 
6.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  W.TERIAL  NAVAL 
7.  DIRECCAO  OAS  INF"RA-ESTRUT\JRAS  NAVAIS 
8.  D  I  RECCAO  DE  ABASTEC U.£NTO 
9.  F"ABRICA  NACIONAL  DE  ~OOA.RIA 
10.  HOSPITAL  OA  W.RII>I-IA 
11 •  ARSENAL  DO  ALF"E I TE 
12.  INSTITUTO  HIDROORAFICO 
13.  D  I  RECCAO  GERAL  DE  ARWJ.ENTO 
14.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  PESSOAL  E  INF"RA-ESTRUTURAS 
15.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  POLITICA  DE  DEFESA  NACIONAL 
18.  INSTITUTO  DE  OEFESA  NACIONAL 
17.  SECRET ARIA  GERAL 
(1)  Non-warlIke  materials contained  In  Annex  II - 73  -
MINISTERIO  OA  EOUCACAO 
1.  Al.OITORIA  JURIDICA 
2.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  AOt.IINISTRACAO  ESCOLAR 
3.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  EXTENSAO  EOUCATiVA 
4.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  ENSINO  SUPERIOR 
5.  Dl RECCAO  GERAL  DOS  DESPORTOS 
6.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  ENSINOS  BASICO  E  SECUN>ARIO 
7.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  EOUCAcAO  DE  LISBOA 
8.  D  I  RECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  EOUCACAO  DO  ALGARVE 
9.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  EOUCACAO  DO  CENTRO 
10.  DIRECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  EOI..CACAO  DO  NORTE 
11 •  0 I  RECCAO  REGIONAL  DE  EOI..CACAO  DO  SUL 
12.  EDITORIAL  DO  t.CINISTERIO  OA  EOI..CACAO 
13.  GASINETE  COORDENADOR  DO  INGRESSO  NO  ENSINO  SUPERIOR 
14.  ~BINETE DE  ESTUOOS  E  PLANENAENTO 
15.  GASINETE  DE  GESTAO  FINANCEIRA 
16.  GASINETE  DO  ENSINO  TECNOLOGICO  ARTISTICO  E  PROFISSIONAL 
17.  INSPECCAO  GERAL  DE  EDUCACAO 
18.  I NST ITUTO  DE  CUL TURA  OA  L  I  tQJA  PORTUGUESA 
19.  INSTITUTO  DE  INOVACAO  EOI..CACIONAL 
20.  INSTITUTO  DOS  ASSUNTOS  SOCIAlS  OA  EDUCACAO 
21.  SECRETARIA  GERAL - 74  -
MINISTERIO  DO  EMPREGO  E  SEGURANCA  SOCIAL 
1.  AUDITOR lA  JURIDICA 
2.  CAIXA  No\CIONAL  DE  SEGUROS  E  DOEr.cAS  PROFISSIONAIS 
3.  CAIXAS  DE  PREVIDENCIA  SOCIAL 
4.  CASA  PIA  DE  LISBOA 
5.  CENTRO  NACIONAL  DE  PENSOES 
6.  CENTROS  REGIONAIS  DE  SEGURANCA  SOCIAL 
7.  ca.41 SSAO  PARA  A  I  GLIAL DADE  E  DIRE IT OS  DAS  WLHERES 
8.  DEPARTAI.ENTO  DE  ESTATISTICA 
9.  DEPARTAI.ENTO  DE  ESTUOOS  E  PL.ANEN.ENTO 
10.  DEPARTAI.ENTO  DE  RELACOES  INTERNACI<:lW.IS  E CONVENCOES  OA  SEGURANCA  SOCIAL 
11 .  DEPART AI.ENTO  PARA  ASSUNTOS  DO  FlN>O  SOCIAL  EI..JR(J)EO 
12 .  DEPART AI.ENTO  PARA  OS  ASSUNTOS  EI.R)PEUS  E  RELACOES  EXTERNAS 
13.  OIRECCAO  GERAL  OA  ACCAO  SOCIAL 
14.  OIRECCAO  GERAL  OA  FAMILIA 
15.  0 I  RECCAO  GERAL  DAS  RELACOES  DE  TRABALHO 
16.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  APOIO  TECNICO  A GESTAO 
17.  OIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  HlGIENE  E  SEGURAr.cA  DO  TRABALHO 
18.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  Elr.PREGO  E  FORtAACAO  PROFISSIONAL 
19.  OIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  REGit.£S  DE  SEGURANCA  SOCIAL 
20.  FlN>O  DE  ESTABILIZACAO  FINANCEIRA  DA  SEG~r.cA SOCIAL 
21 .  I NSPECCAO  GERAL  DA  SEGURANCA  SOCIAL 
22.  INSPECCAO  GERAL  DO  TRABALHO 
23.  INSTITUTO  DE  GESTAO  FJNANCEIRA  DA  SEGURAr.cA  SOCIAL 
24.  INSTITUTO  DO  Elr.PREGO  E  FORMA.CAO  PROFISSIONAL 
25.  INSTITUTO  NA.CI<:lW.L  PARA  0  APRovEITAI.ENTO  DOS  TEI.f'OS  LIVRES  DOS  TRABALHAOORES 
28.  SECRETARJA  GERAL 
27.  SECRETARJ~DO No\ClONAL  DE  REABILITACAO 
28.  SERIIICIOS  SOCIAlS  DO  t.£SS 
29.  SANTA  CASA  loUSERICORDIA  DE  LISBOA - 75  -
MINISTERIO  DAS  FINANCAS 
1.  ADSE  - DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  PROTECCAO  AOS  Fut-CIONARIOS  E  AGENTES  DA  ADMINISTRACAO  PUBLICA 
2.  AUDITORIA  JURIDICA 
3.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DA  ADMINISTRACAO  PUBLICA 
4.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DA  CONTABILIDADE  PUBLICA  E  INTENDENCIA  GERAL  DO  ORCM.ENTO 
5.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DA  JUNTA  DE  CREDITO  PUBLICO 
6.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DAS  ALFANDEGAS 
7.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DAS  CONTRIBUICOES  E  It.POSTOS 
8.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  PATRI~IO DO  ESTADO 
9.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  TESOURO 
10.  GABINETE  DE  ESTUDOS  EC()NC)AICOS 
11 •  GAB I NETE  DOS  ASSUNTOS  EUROPEUS 
12.  GAFEEP  - GAB!NETE  PARA  ANALISE  FINANCIAAENTO  DO  ESTADO  E  DAS  o.f>RESAS  PUBLICAS 
13.  INSPECCAO  GERAL  DE  FINANCAS 
14.  I  NST ITUTO  DE  INFORM'. Tl CA 
15.  JUNTA  DE  CREDITO  PUBLICO 
16.  SECRETARIA  GERAL 
17.  SOF'E  - SERVICOS  SOCIAlS  DO  MINISJERIO  DAS  FINANCAS 
MINISTERIO  OA  INDUSTRIA  E  ENERGIA 
1.  DELEGACAO  REGIONAL  DA  INDUSTRIA  E  ENERGIA  DE  LISBOA  E VALE  DO  TEJO 
2.  DELEGACAO  REGIONAL  DA  INDUSTRIA  E  ENERGIA  DO  ALENTEJO 
3.  DELEGACAO  REGIONAL  DA  INDUSTRIA  E  ENERGIA  DO  ALGARVE 
4.  DELEGACAO  REGIONAL  DA  INDUSTRIA  E  ENERGIA  DO  CENTRO 
5.  DELEGACAO  REGIONAL  DA  INDUSTRIA  E  ENERGIA  DO  NORTE 
6.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DA  INDUSTRIA 
7.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  ENERGIA 
8.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  GEOLOGIA  E l.IINAS 
9 •  GAB I NETE  ESTUDOS  E  PLANEAAE:NTO 
10.  GABINETE  PARA  A PESQUISA  E  EXPLORACAO  DO  PETROI..EO 
11 •  GABINETE  PARA  OS  ASSUNTOS  ca.l.JNITARIOS 
12.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  OA  PROPRIEDADE  INDUSTRIAL 
13.  INSTITUTO  PORTUGUES  OA  Qll.t.LIDADE 
14.  LNETI  - LABORATORIO  NACIONAL  DE  ENGENHARIA  E  TECNOLOGIA  INDUSTRIAL 
15.  SECRETARIA  GERAL - 76  -
MINISTERIO  DA  JUSTlCA 
1.  CENTRO  DE  ESTUDOS  JU))CIARIOS 
2.  CENTRO  DE  IDENTIFICACAO  CIVIL  E  CRIMINAL 
3.  CENTROS  DE  OBSERVACAO  E ACCAO  SOCIAL 
4.  CONSELHO  SUPER I  OR  DE  W.G I STRA Tl& 
5.  CONSERVATORIA  DOS  REGISTOS  CENTRAlS 
6.  DIRE<;;cAO  GERAL  DOS  REGISTOS  E  NOTARIADO 
7.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  SERVICOS  DE  INFORM'.TICA 
B.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  SERVICOS  Jl.OICIARIOS 
9 •  D  I RECCAO  GERAL  DOS  SERV I  COS  PR IS I  ONA. IS 
1  0.  D  I RECCAO  GERAL  DOS  SERV I  COS  TUTELARES  DE  t.£NORES 
11.  ESTASELEC!t.£NTOS  PRISIONAIS 
12 •  GAB I  NETE  DE  DERE ITO  EUROPEU 
13 •  GAB I  NETE  DE  OOCUt.£NT  ACAO  E  DIRE ITO  Cat.flARADO 
14.  GABINETE  DE  ESTUOOS  E  PLANEAt.ENTO 
15.  GABINETE  DE  GESTAO  FINANCEIRA 
1  6 .  GAB I  NETE  DE  PLENEAAENTO  E  COOROENACAO  DO, Ca.eA  TE  A DROGA 
17 .  HOSPITAL  PR I  SAO  S.  JOAO  DEUS 
18.  I NSTI TUTO  CORPUS  CHRISTl 
19.  INSTITUTO  DA  GUAROA 
20.  INSTITUTO  DE  REINSERCAO  SOCIAL 
21.  INSTITUTO  DE  S.  SOMINGOS  BENFICA 
22.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  DA  POLITICA  E CIENCIAS  CRIMINAlS 
23.  INSTlTUTO  NAVARRO  PAIVA 
24.  INSTITUTO  PADRE  ANTONIO  OLIVEIRA 
25.  INSTITUTO  S.  FIEL 
26.  INSTITUTO  S.  JOSE 
27.  INSTITUTO  VILA  FERNANDO 
28.  INSTITUTO  DE  CRIMINOLOGIA 
29.  INSTITUTO  DE  t.£DICINA  LEGAL 
30.  POLICIA  JUOICIARIA 
31.  SECRET  ARIA  GERAL 
32.  SERVICOS  SOCIAlS 
t.IINISTERIO  DAS  OBRAS  PUBLICAS  TRANSPORTES  E  ~ICACOES 
1 •  CONSELHO  DE  t.£RCADOS  DE  OBRAS  PUSL I  CAS  E  PART I  CULARES 
2.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  AVIACAO  CIVIL 
3.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  EDIFICIOS  E  t.ONI..I.£NTOS  NACIONAIS 
4.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  TRANSPORTES  TERRESTRES 
5.  GABINETE  OA  TRAVESSIA  DO  TEJO 
6.  GAB I  NETE  DE  ESTUOOS  E  PL.ANEAt.E:NTO 
7.  GABU£TE  DO  NO  FERROYIARIO  DE  LISSOA 
8.  GABINETE  DO  NO  FERROYJARIO  DO  PORTO - 77  -
9.  ~INETE NAVEGABILIDAOE  DO  DOURO 
10.  ~INETE PARA  AS  CC».fJNIDADES  EUROPEIAS 
11.  INSPECCAO  GERAL  DE  OBRAS  PUBLICAS  TRANSPORTES  E  CC».fJNICACOES 
12.  JUNTA  AUTQN()M  DE  ESTRADAS 
13.  LASORATORIO  NACIONAL  DE  ENGENHARIA  CIVIL 
14.  OBRA  SOCIAL  DO  t.4INISTERIO  ~S  OBRAS  PUBLICAS  TRANSPORTES  E ca.t.UNICACOES 
15.  SECRETARIA  GERAL 
t.4INISTERIO  DOS  NEGOCIOS  ESTRANGEIROS 
1.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DOS  ASSUNTOS  ca.ISULARES  E ADMINISTRACAO  FINANCEIRA 
2.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DAS  CCJ.U.IIDAOES  ElRli'EIAS 
3.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DA  COOPERACAO 
4.  INSTITUTO  DE  APOIO  A Et.41GRACAU  E ca.«JNIDADES  PORTUGUESAS 
5.  INSTITUTO  DE  COOPERACAO  EcaatiCA 
6.  SECRETARIA  GERAL 
t.41HISTERIO  DO  PLANEM£NTO  E ADMINISTRACAO  DO  TERRITORIO 
1.  ACADEt.41A  DAS  CIENCIAS 
2.  AUDITORIA  JURIDICA 
3.  CENTRO  NACIONAL  IHFORt.4ACAO  GEOGRAFICA 
4.  ca.IISSAO  COORDENAOORA  DA  REGIAO  CENTRO 
5.  ca.tiSSAO  COORDENAOORA  DA  REGIAO  DE  LISOO&.  E  VALE  DO  TEJO 
6.  ca.tiSSAO  COORDENAOORA  DA  REGIAO  DO  ALENTEJO 
7.  ca.IISSAO  COORDENAOORA  DA  REGIAO  DO  ALGARVE 
8.  ca.IISSAO  COORDENAOORA  DA  REGIAO  NORTE 
9.  DEPARTAt.ENTO  CENTRAL  DE  PLANEM£NTO 
10.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DE  ADMINISTRACAO  AUTARQUICA 
11.  DIRECCAO  GERAL  DO  DESENVOI..VIt.4ENTO  REGIONAL 
12.  D  I  RECCAO  GERAL  DO  ORDENAt.4ENTO  DO  TERRI TOR I  0 
13.  ~INETE COORDENADOR  DE  ALQUEVA 
14.  GABINETE  DE  ESTUOOS  E  PLANEAt.4ENTO  DA  ADMINISTRACAO  DO  TERRITORIO 
15.  ~INETE PARA  OS  AEROPORTOS  DA  REGIAO  AUTQN()M  DA  IAADEIRA 
16.  INSPECCAO  GERAL  DE  ADMINISTRACAO  DO  TERRITORIO 
17.  INSTITUTO  NACIONAL  DE  ESTATISTICA 
18.  INSTITUTO  ANTONIO  SERGIO  DO  SECTOR  COOPERATIVO 
19.  INSTITUTO  DE  INVESTIGACAO  CIENTIFICA  E  TROPICAL 
20.  INSTITUTO  GEOGRAFICO  E  CADASTRAL 
21.  JUNTA  NACIONAL  DE  INVESTIGACAO  CIENTIFICA  E  TECNOI..OGICA 
22.  SECRETARIA  GERAL Chapter  25: 
Chapter 28: 
Chapter 27: 
Chapter 28: 
Chapter  29: 
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ANt£X  I I 
LJST  ~  PRODUCTS  REFERRED  TO  IN  ARTIClE  !5  eot-a:RNIOO  TI-E  AWARD  CF  CONTRACTS 
BY  CONTRACTIOO  AUTHORITIES  IN  THE  FIELD  CF  DEF"ENCE 
Salt;  sulphur;  earths and  atone;  plastering materials,  lime  and  cement 
l.letalllc ·ores,  slag and  ash 
Mineral  fuels,  mineral  oils and  products of  their distil lotion;  bituminous 
substances: mineral  waxes 
except: 
ex  27.10:  special  engine  fuels 
80/767/CEE 
Inorganic  chemicals;  organic  and  Inorganic  compounds  of  precious metals,  of  rare-
earth metals,  of  radioactive  elements  and  of  Isotopes 
except: 
u  28.09:  explosive• 
u  28.13:  exp loslves 
u  28.14:  tear goa 
u  28.28:  explosives 
u  28.32:  explosives 
u  28.39:  explosives 
u  28.50:  toxic products 
ex  28.51:  toxic products 
ex  28.54:  explosives 
Organic  chemicals 
except: 
ex  29.03:  exp I  os lves 
ex  29.04:  exp loslves 
u  29.07:  explosive~ 
ex  29.08:  explosives 
ex  29.11:  exp loslves 
ex  29.12:  explosives 
ex29.13:  toxic products 
ex  29.14:  toxic products 
u  29.15:  toxic products 
ex 29.21:  toxic products 
u  29.22:  toxic products 
ex  29.23:  toxic products 
u  29.26:  exp I  oslves 
ex  29.27:  toxic products 
ex  29.29:  explosives Chapter 30: 
Chapter 31: 
Chapter 32: 
Chapter 33: 
Chapter  ~: 
Chapter 35: 
Chapter 37: 
Chapter 38: 
Chapter 39: 
Chapter  40: 
Chapter  41: 
Chapter  42: 
Chapter  43: 
Chapter ..  : 
Chapter  45: 
Chapter  <46: 
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Pharmaceutical  products 
Fertilizers 
Tanning  and  dyeing  extracts;  tannings  and  their derivatives;  dyes,  colours, 
paints and  varnlshee;  putty,  fillers and  stoppings;  Inks 
Essential  oils and  reslnoids;  perfumery,  cosmetic  or  toilet preparations, 
Soap,  organic  surface-active agents,  washing  preparations,  lubricating 
preparations,  artificial  waxes,  prepared waxes,  polishing and  scouring 
preparations,  candles  and  similar articles, modelling pastes and  'dental  waxes' 
Albumlnoldal  substances;  glues;  enzymes 
Photographic  and  cinematographic  goods 
Miscellaneous chemical  products 
except: 
ex  38.19:  toxic products 
Artificial  resins and  plastic materials,  eel lulose esters and  ethers;  articles 
thereof 
except: 
ex  39.03:  explosives 
Rubber,  synthetic  rubber,  factice,  and  articles  thereof 
except: 
ex  40.11:  bullet-proof  tyres 
Raw  hides and  skins  (other  than  fursklns)  and  leather 
Articles of  leather;  saddlery  and  harness;  travel  goods,  handbags  and  simi lor 
containers;  articles of  animal  gut  (other  than  silk-worm  gut) 
Fursklns  and  artificial  fur;  manufactures  thereof 
Wood  and  articles of  wood;  wood  charcoal 
Cork  and  articles of  cork 
Manufactures  of  straw of  esparto and  of  other plaiting materials;  bosketwore  and 
wickerwork Chapter 47: 
Chapter  -48: 
Chapter  49: 
Chapter 65: 
Chapter  66: 
Chapter 67: 
Chapter 68: 
Chapter  69: 
Chapter  70: 
Chapter 71: 
Chapter  73: 
Chapter  74: 
Chapter 75: 
Chapter  76: 
Chapter n: 
Chapter 78: 
Chapter 79: 
Chapter 80: 
Chapter 81: 
Chapter 82: 
Chapter 83: 
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Paper-makln9 material 
Paper  and  paperboard:  articles of  paper  pulp,  of  paper  or  of  paperboard 
Printed  books,  newspapers,  pictures and  other products  of  the printing  industry; 
manuscripts,  typescripts and  plana· 
Headgear  and  porta  thereof 
Umbrellas,  aunshadea,  walking-atlcks,  whips,  riding-crops  and  parts  thereof 
Prepared  feathers  and  down  and  articles made  of  feathers  or  of  down;  artificial 
flowers:  articles of  hunan  hair 
Articles of  stone,  of  plaster.,  of  cement,  of  asbestos,  of  mica  and  of  similar 
materials 
Ceramic  products 
Glass  and  glassware 
Pearls,  precious  and  semi-precious  stones,  precious metals,  rolled precious 
metals,  and  article•  thereof;  Imitation  jewellery 
Iron  and  steel  and  articles  thereof 
Copper  and  article•  thereof 
Nickel  and  articles  thereof 
Alunlniun  and  artlclea  thereof 
Mogneslun  and  beryl I iun  and  articles  thereof 
Lead  and  articles  thereof 
Zinc  and  ortlclea  thereof 
Tin  and  articles thereof 
Other  bose  metals  employed  In  metallurgy and  articles  thereof 
Tools,  Implements,  cutlery,  spoons  and  forks,  of  bose  metal;  ports  thereof 
except: 
ex  82.05:  tools 
ex  82.07:  tools,  parts 
~lacel laneous articles of  base  metal Chapter 84: 
Chapter  85: 
Chapter  86: 
Chapter  87: 
Chapter  89: 
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Boilers,  machinery  and  mechanical  opplloncea;  porta  thereof 
except: 
ex  84.06:  engines 
.ex 84.08:  other engines 
ex  84.45:  machinery 
ex84.53:  automatic  data-processing machines 
ex  84.55:  porta of  machines  under  heading  No  84.53 
ex  84.59:  nuclear  reactors 
Electrical  machinery  and  equipment:  porta  thereof 
except: 
ex  85.13:  telecommunication  equipment 
ex  85.15:  tranamlaalon apparatus 
Railway  and  tramway  locomotives,  roll lng-atock and  parts  thereof;  railway  and 
tramway  tracks  fixtures and  fittings;  traffic signal ling  equipment  of  alI  kinds 
(not  electrically powered) 
except: 
ex  86.02:  armoured  locomotives,  electric 
ex  86.03:  other armoured  locomotives 
ex  86.05:  armoured  wagons 
ex  86.06:  repair wagons 
ex  86.07:  wagons 
Vehicles,  other  than  railway  or  tramway  rolling-stock,  and  parts  thereof 
except: 
87.08:  tanka  and  other  armoured  vehicles 
ex  87.01:  tractors 
ex  87.02:  military vehicles 
ex  87.03:  breakdown  lorries 
ex  87.09:  motorcycles 
ex  87.14:  trollers 
Ships,  boats  and  floating structures 
except: 
89.01  A:  warships Chapter 90: 
Chapter 91: 
Chapter 92: 
Chapter 94: 
Chapter 95: 
Chapter 96: 
Chapter  98: 
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Optical,  photographic,  cinematographic,  measuring,  checking,  precision,  medicoi 
and  surgical  Instruments  and  apparatus;  parts  thereof 
except: 
ex  90.05:  blnoculara 
ex  90.13:  ml1cellaneous  Instruments,  lasers 
ex 90.14:  telemeters 
ex  90.28:  electrical  and  electronic measuring 
ex 90.11:  microscopes 
ex 90.17:  medical  I nat rumenta 
ex 90.18:  mechano-therapy  appliances 
ex 90.19:  orthopaedic appliances 
ex 90.20:  X-ray  apparatus 
Clocks  and  watches  and  porta  thereof 
I  nat rumenh 
Musical  Instruments;  sound  recorders  or  reproducers;  television  image  and  sound 
recorders  or  reproducers;  parte and  accessories  of  such  articles 
Furniture and  porta  thereof;  bedding,  mattreaaea,  mattress  supports,  cushions  and 
similar stuffed  furnishings 
except: 
ex 94.01  A:  ~lrcraft seats 
Articles and  manufactures  of  carving or moulding  material 
Brooms-,  brushes,  powder-puffs  and  sieves 
Mlacelloneoua manufactured articles - 83  -
ANNEX  I I I 
DEFINITION  OF  CERTAIN  TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS 
For  the purpoaea  of  this Directive  the  following  terms  shol I  be  defined  as  follows: 
88/295/EEC 
(adopted) 
1.  Technical  specification!:  the  totality of  the  technical  prescriptions contained  in  particular 
In  the  tender  documents~ defining  the characteristics  required of  a material,  product£! 
aupply,  which  permits a  material,  a  product  or  a  supply  to be  described  in  a  manner  such  that 
It fulfill the  use  for which  It  Ia  Intended  by  the  contracting authority.  These  technical 
prescriptions shall  Include  level! of  quality,  performance,  safety or dimensions,  including 
the  requirements applicable  to  the material,  the  product  or  the  supply  aa  regards  quality 
assurance,  terminology,  symbols,  testing and  teat methods,  packaging,  marking  ~  label I ing. 
2.  Standard:  a  technical  specification  approved  by  a  recognized  standardizing  body  for  repeated 
and  continuous application,  compliance  with which  Ia  in  principle  not  compulsory. 
3.  European  standard:  a  atandar~ approved  by  the  European  Committee  for  standardization  (CEN)  or 
by  the European  Commlttee·for Electrotechnlcal  Standardization  (Cenelec)  as  "European 
atandarda  (EN)"  or "Harmonization  doc~n~enta  (HO)"  according  to  the  common  rules  of  these 
organizations. 
4.  European  technical  approval:  a  favorable  technical  assessment  of  the  fitness  for  use  of  a 
p·roduct,  based  on  fulfilment  of  the essential  requirements  for  building works,  by  means  of  the 
Inherent  characteristics of  the product  and  the  defined conditions of  application  and  use.  The 
European  agreement  shall  be  Issued  by  on  approval  body  designated  for  this  purpose  by  the 
lolember  State. 
5.  Common  technical  specification:  a  technical  specification  laid  down  In  accordance  with  a 
procedure  recognized  by  the  lolember  States  to ensure  uniform  application  in  ol I  Member  States 
which  has  been  published  in  the Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities. - 84  -
ANNEX  IV 
(adopted) 
t.ClOEL  NOTICES  fK St.fiPL Y CONTRACTS 
A.  Prior  Informal ion 
1.  The  name,  address  ,  telegraphic address,  telephone  ,  telex and  telefax  numbers  of  the 
contracting authority,  and  If  different,  of  the  service  from  which  additional  information 
may  be  obtained: 
2.  The  nature  and  quantity or value  of  the products  to  be  supplied: 
CPA  reference  number: 
3.  Eatlmated date  for  Initiating the award  procedures  In  respect  of  the  contract  or  contracts 
(If  known): 
4.  Other  1  nformat 1  on: 
5.  Dote  of  dispatch of  the  notice: 
6.  Date  of  receipt  of  the notice  by  the Office  for  Official  Publ icotlons  of  the  European 
Ccnmun It I tee: 
~Open procedures 
1.  The  name,  address,  telegraphic address,  telephone,  telex and  telefax  numbers  of  the 
contracting authority: 
2.  (a)  The  award  procedure chosen: 
(b)  Form  of  the  contract  for  which  tenders  are  being  requested: 
3.  (a)  Place of  delivery: 
(b)  The  nature  and  quantity  of  the  goode  to  be  supplied: 
CPA  reference number: 
(c)  Indication of whether  the  aupplle! can  tender  for~  of  the  goods  required: 
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4.  Time  limit  for  delivery,  If  any: 
5.  (a)  Name  and  address of  the  service  from  which  the  contract  documents  and  additional 
documents  may  be  requested: 
(b)  The  final  date  for making  such  requests: 
(e)  !here applicable,  the  amount  and  tenns of  payment  of  the  sum  to  be  paid  to  obtain  such 
documents: 
6.  (a)  The  final  date  for  receipt  of  tenders: 
(b)  The  address  to which  they must  be  sent: 
(e)  The  language  or  languages  In  which  they must  be  drawn  up: 
7.  (a)  The  persons  authorized  to  be  present  at  the  opening  of  tenders: 
(b)  The  date,  hour  and  place  of  such  opening: 
8.  !here applicable,  ~ny deposits  and  guarantees  required: 
9.  The  main  tenna  concerning  financing  and  payment  and/or  references  to  the  provisions  in  which 
these  are contained: 
10.  Where  applicable,  the  legal  form  to  be  taken  by  the  grouping  of  suppl lers  to  whom  the 
contract  Ia  awarded: 
11.  lnfonnatlon  concerning  the  supplier's own  position,  and  Information  and  formalities 
necessary  for  an  appraisal  of  the minimum  economic  and  technical  standards  required  of  the 
supplier: 
12.  Period during which  the  tenderer  Is  bound  to  keep  open  his  tender: 
13.  The  criteria for  the  award  of  the contract.  Criteria other  than  that  of  the  lowest  price  -- ~ 
shall  be  mentioned  If  they  do  not  appear  In  the  contract  documents: 
14.  Where  applicable,  prohibition on  variants: - 86  -
15.  Other  lnfonnatlon: 
16.  Date  of  publication  of  the prior  lnfonnatlon notice  In  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communltltes  or  references  to  Its non=publlcatlon: 
17.  Date  of  dispatch of  the  notice: 
18.  Dote  of  receipt  of  the  notice  by  the Office  for Official  Publications  of  the  European 
Communities: 
C.  Restricted procedures 
1.  The  nome,  address,  teleqrophic address,  telephone,  telex and  telefox numbers  of  the 
contracting authority: 
2.  (a)  The  award  procedure  chosen: 
(b)  Where  applicable,  Justification  for  use  of  the  accelerated procedure: 
(c)  Fonn  of  contract  for  which  tenders  are  being  requested: 
3.  (a)  Place  of  del Ivery: 
(b)  The  nature  and  quantity of  goods  to  be  delivered: 
CPA  reference number: 
(c)  Indication  of  whether  the  supplier can  tender  for~  of  the  goods  required: 
4.  Time  limit  of  delivery,  If  any: 
5.  Where  applicable,  the  legal  fonn  to  be  assumed  by  the  grouping  of  suppliers  to  whom  the 
contract  Is  awarded: 
6.  (a)  The  final  date  for  the  receipt  of  requests  to participate: 
(b)  The  address  to which  they must  be  sent: 
(c)  The  language  or  lanquaqes  In  which  they must  be  drawn  up: 
7.  The  final  date  for  the dispatch of  Invitations  to  tender: 
8.  Where  applicable,  any  deposits  and  quarontees  required: - 87  -
9.  lnfonnatlon  concernlnQ  the  euppller'e pereonal  poeltlon,  and  the  Information  and  formal I ties 
neceeaary  for  an  appraleal  of  the minimum  economic  and  technical  etandards  required  of  him: 
10.  The  criteria for  the  award  of  the  contract  where  they  are  not  mentioned  In  the  invitation  to 
tender: 
11.  Envfeaqed  number  or  ranqe  of  eupplfere which  wfl I  be  Invited  to  tender: 
12.  Where  applicable,  prohibition on  varfante: 
13.  Other  Information: 
14.  Date  of  publication of  the prior  Information  notice  In  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communltltee  or  reference  to  lte non-publication: 
15.  Date  of  dlepatch of  the notice: 
16.  Date  of  receipt  of  the  notice  by  the Office  for Official  Publications of  the  European 
Communltlee: 
~·  Negotiated procedures 
1.  The  name,  addreee,  telegraphic addreee,  telephone,  telex and  telefax number  of  the 
contracting authority: 
2.  (a)  The  award  procedure choaen: 
(b)  Where  applicable,  justification  for  use  of  the  accelerated procedure: 
(c)  Where  applicable,  form  of  contract  for  which  tendere  are  Invited: 
3.  (a)  Place of  delivery: 
(b)  The  nature and  quantity of  goods  to be  delivered: 
CPA  reference number: 
(c)  Indication of  whether  the  suppliers can  tender  for~  of  the  goods  required: 
4.  Time  limit  on  delivery,  If  any: 
5.  Where  applicable,  the  legal  form  to  be  aeeumed  by  a  grouping  of  suppliers  to  whom  the 
contract  Ia  awarded: - 88  -
6.  (a)  Final  date  for  receipt  of  requests  to participate: 
(b)  The  address  to which  they must  be  sent: 
(c)  The  language  or  languages  In  which  they  must  be  drawn  up: 
7.  Where  applicable,  any  deposits and  guarantees  required: 
8.  Information  concerning  the  supplier's personal  position,  and  the  Information  and  formalities 
neceaaary  for  an  appraisal  of  the minimum  economic  and  technical  standards  required of  him: 
9.  Envisaged  number  or  range  of  suppliers which  wll I  be  invited  to  tender: 
10.  Where  applicable,  prohibition of  variants: 
11.  Where  appllcabe,  the  names  and  addresses  of  euppl lera  already  selected  by  the  awarding 
authority: 
12.  Where  applicable,  date(s)  of  previous publlcatlona  in  the Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Ccmnun I t lee : 
13.  Other  lnfonnatlon: 
14.  Date  of  dispatch of  the notice: 
15.  Date  of  receipt  of  the notice  by  the Office  for Official  Publications  of  the  European 
· Ccmnun I t lee : 
E.  Contracta awarda 
1.  Name  and  address of  awarding  authority: 
2.  Award  procedure  chosen.  In  the  case  of  the  negotiated procedure,  without  publication  of  a 
lender  notice,  justification (Article 6(3): 
3.  Dote  of  award  of  contract: 
4.  Crt terla  for  award  of  contract:  .. 
5.  Number  of  tenders  received: 
6.  Nome(s)  ond  oddresa(ee)  of  eupplier(s): 89  -
7.  The  nature and  quantity of  goods  supplied,  where  applicable,  by  suppl ler: 
CPA  reference number: 
8.  Price or  range  of  prices  (minimum/maximum)  paid: 
9.  Where  appropriate,  value  and  proportion  of  contract  likely  to  be  subcontracted  to  third 
parties: 
10.  Other  Information: 
11.  Dote  of publication of  the  tender notice  In  the Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities: 
12.  Dote  of  dispatch of  the notice: 
13.  Date  of  receipt  of  the  notice  by  the  Office  for  Offlcal  Publications of  the  European 
Communities: - 90  -
ANI'£X  V 
Deadllnea  for  application  of  transposition measures 
amended  by  Directive 
Directive 77/62/EEC  80/767  88/295  90/531  92/50- GR  ES/PO 
{1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
Article 1 (a)  amended 
Art lcle 1(b)  - (c) 
Article 1(d)  - (f)  amended 
Article 2(1)  deleted 
Article 2(2)  amended  amended 
Article 2(3) 
Article 2a  Inserted 
Article 3 
Art lcle 4  deleted 
Article 5  amended 
Article 5(1)(c)  amended 
Article 6  amended 
Article 7  amended 
Article 8 
Article 9  amended 
Art lcle 10(1)  amended 
Art lcle 10(2) - (4) 
Art lcle 11(1)  - (3)  amended 
Art lcle 11(4)  - (6) 
Art lcle  12( 1)  amended 
Article  12(2)  - (3) 
Article  13  deleted 
Art lcle  14  deleted 
Art lcle  15  deleted 
Art lcle  16 
Article  17 
Article  18 
Article 19(1)  amended 
Article 19(2) 
Article 20 
Article 21(1) 
Article 21(2)  amended 
Article 22 
Article 23 
Article 24 
Article 25 
Art lcle 26  amended 
Article 27 
Article 28 
Article 29  amended 
Article 30 
Article 31 
Art lcle 32 
1 
Annex  I  amended  amended  amended 
Annex  II  amended 
Annex  I I I  amended 
Art lcle  1 
Art lcle 2  -deleted - 91  -
Directive 77/62/EEC  amended  by  Directive 
80/767  88/295  90/531  92/50  GR  ES/PO 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
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Financial  Statement 
Section  1;  Financial  Implications 
1.  Title of  operation: 
Proposal  for  a  Councl 1  Directive  coordinating  procedures  for  the  award 
of  pub! lc  supply  contracts. 
2.  Budget  heading:  85-304 
3.  Legal  basis:  Article  100a  EEC  Treaty. 
4.  Description of  operation; 
4.1.  Specific oblect!yes of  operation: 
Legislative  consol !dation  of  Directive  77/62/EEC  on  the  award  of 
pub! lc  supply  contracts,  together  with  al lgnments  of  the  Pub! lc 
Suppl les  Directive  on  the  Pub! lc  Works  and  Pub! lc  Services  Directives 
to  facilitate  the  appllcatlpn  of  the  public  procurement  rules  as  a 
single,  coherent  body. 
4.2.  Duration:  Indefinite,  although  decisions  are  taken  specifically 
every  year. 
4.3.  Target  population:  Operators  Inside  and  outside  the  Community. 
5.  Classification of  expenditure; 
The  budgetary  Implications  of  the  Directive  will  be  limited.  The 
consolidation  of  Directive  77/62/EEC  as  such  will  not  Imply  new 
budgetary  costs. 
As  a  result  of  al lgnments  with  the  Pub! lc  Works  and  Services 
Directives,  the  Directive  will  however  In  particular  require  more 
tender  notices  to  be  published  In  the  supplement  to  the  Official 
Journal  (Indicative  notices),  which  will  entail  some  additional  costs 
borne  by  the  Co~munlty budge1. 
5.1.  Compulsory/Non-compulsary 
Non-compulsory 
Non-differentiated appropriations 
6.  Type  of  expenditure 
See  point  7.1. - 96  -
7.  Financial  Impact  on  appropriations  for  operations  (part  8  of  the 
bydgetl 
7.1.  Method  of  calculating  total  cost  of  operation 
It  Is  dlf!lcult  to  quantify  the  additional  expenditure  related  to  t~e 
application  of  the  Directive.  The  programme  for  opening  up  public 
procurement  In  general  Includes  several  measures  which  wi  I I  come  Into 
effect  over  the  same  period  of  time  and  which  will  all  entail 
additional  costs.  Moreover,  the  entitles  covered  by  the  already 
appl !cable  directives  tend  to  comply  more  and  more  with  their 
pub! tcatlon  obi lgatlons.  Compl  lance  with  the  pub! !cation  requirements 
will  be  further  enhanced  during  the  next  years  by  the  transposition, 
In  all  Member  States,  of  EC  rules  which  aim  at  ensuring  a  minimum 
standard  of  legal  remedies  aval table  to  undertakings  which  feel 
discriminated against  by  decisions of  contracting authorities. 
In  addition,  the  Commission  has  launched  Important  measures  to  further 
reduce  the  costs  of  the  Supplement,  such  as  th~  lntroduct ton  of 
standardized notices. 
The  additional  expenditure  described  above  wl  I I  be  taken  Into  account 
In  the  budget  forecasts  submitted  under  the  annual  budget  procedure. 
If  the  directive  were  to  go  Into effect  during  the  course  of  1994,  the 
resulting additional  expenditure  could  be  estimated  as 
In  1994:  ECU  276  000 
In  1995:  ECU  414  000 
From  1994  on,  the  annual  assignment  of  credits  for  this  operation 
wll I  be  done  within  the  framework  of  the  annual  budget  procedure, 
taking  account  of  cost-effectiveness analysts: 
The  figures  mentioned  above  represent  the  cost  of  translation  and 
pub! teat ion  of  approximately  400  additional  not Ices  In  1994,  and 
approximately  600  additional  notices  In  1995.  The  cost  of  pub! !cation 
(In  9  linguistic  versions)  of  a  single  notice  Is  estimated  at+/-
690  ECU  per  notice,  by  the  OPOJ. 
7.2.  proport.lon of  mint-budget  In  total  cost  of  operat ton 
No  mini-budget 
7.3.  Indicative  schedule  of  commitment  and  payment  appropriations 
Not  appl lcab•e  (specific measure) - 97  -
8.  What  ant I  fraud  measures  are  pI anned  In  the  propos  a I  for  the 
operation 
The  checking  of  grants  or  the  reception  of  services  or  studies 
requested  by  the  services  of  the  Commission  Is  done  by  the  latter 
prior  to  payment,  taking  account  of  the  contractual  obligations  and 
the  principles  of  good  management  and  good  financial  administration. 
Anti-fraud  measures  (  checking,  written  reports,  etc ... )  are  Included 
In  all  agreements  or  contracts  concluded  by  the  Commission  and  the 
beneficiaries of  these  payments. 
Section  2;  Administrative  expenditure  (part  A of  the  budgetl 
Not  appl !cable  (see  point  2). 
Section  3;  Elements  of  cost-effectiveness analYsis 
1.1.  Specific oblectlye of  proposed  operation 
The  proposed  al lgnment  of  the  conditions  relating  to  the 'pub! !cation 
of  public  supply  contract  notices  with  the  Public  Works  and  Public 
Services  Direct lves  will  Increase  transparency  In  the  award  of  pub! ic 
supply  contracts  and  facl I I tate  the  appl !cation of  publ lc  procurement 
rules  as  a  single  coherent  body. 
Publ lc  supply,  works  and  services  contract  notices  communicated  by  the 
Member  States  pursuant  to  Community  directives  or  by  certain  non-
member  countries  (In  particular,  Japan,  the  United  States  and  the  EFTA 
countries)  under  the  protocol  concluded  within  the  GATT  are  pub! !shed 
In  the  S  series  of  the  OJ  (Supplement)  after  adaptation  and 
translation. 
The  Supplement  wl  I I  be  considerably  expanded  In  the  years  ahead,  since 
public  procurement  Is  an  ecssentlal  part  of  the  large  single  market 
(1992).  The  Community  directives  will  be  Improved  and  extended  to  new 
sectors. 
Because  of  the  large  single  market,  the  Supplement  wl  I I  expand  faster 
than  the  other  series  of  the  Official  Journal.  It  therefore  seemed 
appropr late  to  enter  the  appropr !at Ions  for  the  Supplement  In  Part  B 
of  the  budget  (Chapter  5-30,  which  Is  devoted  to  the  Internal  market). 
1.2.  Grounds  for  the  operation 
Direct  consequence  of  the  White  Paper  on  the  completion  of  the 
Internal  Market. 
1.3.  Monitoring  and  evaluation of  the operation 
See  point  7.1. - 98  -
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